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As Usual Galleries Were Buck Range Co. vs. Gom- - Those Who Had Been Ad- - Solemnly Beautiful Services
Capitals to Remain at Santa James A. Wood Named to
vanced to Dispatchers
in Their Theater Last
Crowded With Diplomats
pers et al to Be Reviewed
Fe and Phoenix Until
Untangle the jCompany's
Must Quit
and Others
Affairs
by Supreme Court.
1915
Evening
j
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Judge John R. Mcr ie today appoint- ed James A. Wood, the Kansas City
'
mining man, receiver of the Gold
Bullion
Company
operating near
Golden, southern Santa Fe county.
This upon petition presented by At
tornevs Renehan and Davis, who filed
suit for A. L. Harroun, Martin H.
Wood, Mcintosh Hardware Company,
Nicholas Montoya. Friend Palmer,
the Bernalillo Mercantile Company,
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Cornpany, tne wesco supply company,
Morse Brothers' Machine and Supply
Company. The petition asserts that
the total indebtedness of the com
pany outside that incurred under recent receivership is $160,000. The
company has 500 acres of ground of
which 1 50 acres are said to be
eralized, has done extensive develop-- ,
ment work, and has a plant and
works, which are declared to be
adequate,

Washington, Dec. 6. The supreme
Washington, D. C, Dec. C Crowd
court
of the I'nited States today deoffieia!
the
ed gallaries representing
and social life of Washington witness-- i nied the petition of Charles W. Morse
ed the commencement of the regular the Xew York banker, for a writ of
session of the Sixty-firiCongress to- certiorari. The result of the decision
both
houses, the is to leave in effect against Morse
day. On the floor of
renewal of friendships among Sena- the sentence of fifteen years' impristors and Representatives took place as onment.
Gompers Case Goes Up.
well as an interchange on partisan or
Dec. 6. The supreme
Washington,
political matters. When
court of the United States today
Sherman, in the Senate, and
granted a petition for a writ of cerHouse, tiorari
Speaker Cannon, in the
of
in the contempt cases
brought down the gavels at noon there Samuel Gompers, Frank Morrison and
in either John
were few empty seats
Mitchell, officers of the AmeriThe announcement of the can Federation of Labor. The effect
chamber.
death of Senator Johnson of South of the decision wall be to bring the
Dakota, and Representatives Lassiter entire record in the Buck Stove and
of Virigina, and DeArmond of Mis- Range case
against these men to the
souri, caused adjournment today soon supreme court for review.
after convening in respect to their
Trial of H. Clay Pierce.
Before the day is over
memories.
Austin, Texas. Dec. 6. Judge Calthere will be preliminary conferences houn today overruled all exceptions
on both sides of the capitol for the offered by H. Clay Pierce in the propurpose of laying out plans for the ses- ceedings against him charging false
sion's work.
swearing and ordered the trial to
st

Vice-Preside-

-

-

niin-Chi-

j

g

Suit for Divorce.
Suit for divorce was filed today in
the district court for Rio Arriba
county, by Jose Pablo Quintana vs.
Virginia La Rivas de Quintana. The
couple were married in 1901 and the
"NOTHING BUT TRUTH
plaintiff asserts for grounds for askmartial
of
dissolution
the
the
IN THE COMMONER, ing for
bonds, two specific "acts committed
Colonel William J. Bryan Displays this year with one Teofilo Lopez, at
Rosa and at the Arcade hotel,
Nasty Temoer Toward San An- berton. There are three children for
Journalist.
asks:
j. whose
custody the plaintiff
San Antonio, --Texas, Dec. 6. Be- -' Agapita, aged 7 years, Juan Andrews
cause anMnquisitive reported asked aged 5 years, and Josefa, aged 3
him whether he would accept another years.
Important Land Suit.
Presidential nomination William J.
Before
Judge John R. McFie in
Bryan indulged in a very violent fit'
' of anger and cleared his
mind of chambers today, a hearing was had
what he thought of newspapers im- - ' of a petition for an injunction by
pertinent enough to put this question. the Costilla .Land and Investment
With his face crimson, from choleric Company, et al., vs. Robert Allen and
emotion and eyes aflare he shouted: other settlers, to restrain them from
"This is an impertinent question
trespassing on the lands of the plain-thA formidable array of legal
tiffs.
very worst kind of impertinent
former Congressman
and could only come from ent, including
a representative of a newspaper bos- - Frank Brooks of Colorado Springs,
presented the case.
tile to me."
Work on Power Plant,
on
the
After this he gave his views
M. H. Fisher, civil engineer, re- of
a
truthful
newspaper.
running
"I have a newspaper," he said, Ports that a considerable force of men
and nothing but the truth finds its is at work on the power plant on
which
way into its columns I pass on ev-- Fresnal Creek, Otero county,
to the is to furnish power for pumping Waterv line nf
hefnre it
of
printer and see that nothing but facts er for irrigation on a large tract
are published. There are many news- - land.
papers in the United States that do
Only One Team to the Family.
As long as there are so many wor- not follow this rule."
Mr.
Bryan
passed through this thy applicants, the territorial good
city on his way to Mission where roads commission has made It a rule
lis Texas farm is located. He denied to employ only one team from a fam- that he intended to sell this farm or ily on the Santa
that he would dispose of his home at Scenic Highway on which work south
Lincoln, Neb. He also complained of of Thornton will be begun this week,
"the annoyance newspapers have re- - the road from Thornton to' La Bajada
cently caused him. After a short hill having been .completed,
stay in Texas Mr. Bryan will go to
Report to Carey 'Act Board.
Florida, Cuba, Jamaica and Panama
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. SulHe will spend some time looking Hvan hag compieted his report on the
over the Isthmian canal and after
Act application of the Oasis De'
that an extended trip through South Carey
veopnlent company for 34,000 acres
America will be made by him.
A copy of tne report
,n Qtero cmmt
will be filed in the U. S. land office.
WILLIAM J. CALHOUN
Hondo Hydrographic Survey.
MINISTER TO CHINA.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul-h ing to completion the
' livan ls
Celestial Empire
Expresses Itself
hydrographic
survey of the
;
VPrtant
at Appointment AnHondo river system in Lincoln and
nounced Today.
j Chaves counties and expects to have it
Christmas. : 6.
The appoint- completed by
Washington, Dec.
Annual Statement.
Publish
Must
ment of William J. Calhoun of Chi-- !
The annual financial and tax state- cago. as minister to China was an- -'
nounced at the state department to-- ment bIanks are beinS forwarded today. The Chinese government has 4W r Superintendent of Insurance
'Indicated its pleasure at the appoint- - Jacobo Chaves, to 35 fire, 28 life, and
18 miscellaneous insurance companies
"
and about 20 fraternal benefit asso- i
ions d0iDS bUSineSS in NeW MeXl"
CriTa'
f
tion
co.
The attention of the companies
rtant
is called to the law that the taxes
at
are payable on or before February
investigated the conditions of
Cuba prior to the outbreak of the 1; that financial statements must be
war. He also investigated 'the Vene- filed on or before March 1, and thaf
zuelan asphalt trouble at the request the publication law requires the pub
lication of an annual statement in
-- ch county in which each company
.years wa7a member c the InVerstate
does business.in a daily paper in coun- Commerce Commission
,
ties
in which such paper is published.
"
to Do Business I" New Mexico.
Asks
iMU
tidings FROM
The Beneficial Insurance Company
MISSING STEAMER. of salt Lake City, Utah, has applied
"
"
to Superintendent of Insurance Ja- Feared to Have Foundered in Furious cobo Chavtes,
for the toecessary
Storm Into Which Vessel Ran
blanks to apply for admission to do
First Day Out.
business in New Mexico.
Vacation Salaries.
Halifax, Dec. 6. No tidings from
Superintendent of Public Insrtuction
the missing Red Cross line steamer J. E. Clark has sent out the following
Rosalind which sailed from here ior circular:
,
(j
St. Johns, New Foundland, six days
Gentlemen:
ago have been received and yet it is
On account of the fact that there is
feared she foundered with all hands. a great deal of misunderstanding con- A wireless message from her when
cerning vacation salaries I would ask
only twenty hours out 0f port said that you read very carefully Section
that she had run into a furious storm.
Chapter: 97, Laws of 1907, found on
ine steamer carried several passen- - 26,
.
.
'
'
j
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Democratic Caucus.
Washington, Dec. 6. A caucus of
Democratic members of the Senate
has been called this afternoon to se-- ;
lect a minority leadfer to .succeed j
Senator Culbertson who retires on
account of ill health. The impression prevails that Senator Money is
the unanimous choice but that he will
decline to serve and Senator Bacon
be chosen.
Only Thirteen Minutes.
The Senate was in session only
thirteen minutes. The House session
too was very brief and the work purely routine. The President was informed that both houses were ready
for business and awaitins any message. The reading of the President's
first annual message will be the f"sv
ture of tomorrow's session.
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BRIDGEPORT ORATORS

DELIVER

EULOGIES

In Memory of Senator Johnson The, Highest Tribunal Denies His Part of the Fifteen Hundred Splendid Musical Program Ren- Petition for Writ of
and Congressmen DeArmond
dered Large Audience
Troops To Be Sent Home
Certiorari.
Present.
and Lassiter.
Tonight.

Chief Justice Mills at White Report on Carey Act Project-Th- e
Hondo Hydrographic
House and Consults With
Survev.
Wickersham.
Special to the New Mexican.
Dec. 6. Chairman
Washington.
Hamilton introduced the separate (
Mew Mexico-Arizon- a
statehood bjll.
The general provisions are the same
as those of the Hamilton bill of last
Congress. The governor 30 days after approval, orders an election .60
The constitu- davs after approval.
Hmmi rnnvpntinn is tn meet at the
capital on the fourth Monday after
election. The President proclaims an
election for state officers twenty days
after the ratification of the consti- tion. One hundred thousand dollars
are appropriated for the election ex
penses in eacn territory, ine capi- t.als are lo he at Santa Fe and Phoe- nix until 1913. Andrews and Camer- on, were both present In the Iiouse.
Justice Mills is conferring
with Attorney General Wickersham
and at the White House is consult- on the Pres'dent's New Mexico
policies and on appointments to New
Mexico bench. The U. S. marshalship
is still up in the air. Several federal
appointments in New Mexico are ex- pected soon.

TIEN

ADJOURNMENT

STRICTER

Topeka,

proceed.
CHURCH STARTS GROCERY
AND BUTCHER SHOP.
Pro-- )
Chicago Baptist Congregation
in
to
Manner
That
Pay
poses
Debt on Building.

Evansville, Ind.. Dec. 6. The little!
church in Oak Park, 111., that started
a "Kitty" which it called "Joash
Chest," to raise funds for the liquidation of the debt of the church, has
a rival in the unique method of taking
care of a church debt. The congregation of the Twelfth Avenue Baptist
church in this city has opened a grocery store and meat market in a building near the church and the proceeds
of the sales will be used In paying off
the church debt," Which amounts to
ENFORCEMENT
four thousand dollars. There will be
OF LIQUOR LAWS." no short
weight and goods will be sold
at small profit.
-

Kans.,

Dec. 6.

Governor

Stubbs sent out letters to governors
of all prohibition and local option
states initiating a movement
for
stricter enforcement of the federal
revenue laws applying to liquor.
Stubbs' plan is for the governors
to unite in a protest to Congress. He
calls attention to conditions which he
alleged in a former letter to the president exists in Kansas failure of the
collectors to post revenue tax licen
ses in conspicuous places and failure
to. prosecute "bootleggers," who pay
their licenses when apprehended, and
he asks that investigations be maiie
in the various states. The states included are Maine, Texas, Oklahoma,
Nebraska, Iowa, Misouri, Arkansas,
Illinois, Tennessee and Georgia.

CIVIC

IMPROVEMENT

LEAGUE

IN SAN ANTONIO.

It Will Have. Municipality
Beautify
Banks of River Something That
Santa Fe Should Do.
San Antonio, Texas, Dec.

6.

In

or-

In the beautiful theatre that the
St. Paul. Dec. 6. President Shop-- '
erd of the order of Railway Con- Elks built, not for themselves, but for
ductors, who arrived here yesterday the community, they gathered last
from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, today or- evening in solemn conclave to rememdered out those members of the con- ber the brothers that have departed to
ductors' organization who through the realm of the spirits, as well as
recent promotion by the Northern those that are away on earthly jourPacific, have been acting as train- neys. It is a beautiful custom that
crews. was observed yesterday wherever Elk-domasters in charge of
The same action was taken regarding
has a lodge or a member. It anthe Great Northern. While the num- swered the great craving of every huber of men so employed is only four man bein-- not to be forgotten, to live
at.
in Minneapolis and seven
St. in the
memory of those who were bePaul, the significance of the fact is in loved ;irfl friends on earth.
the principle involved, which prohibThe large stage was set for the ocits men of other organizations from
casion with the altar of the lodge
in
a
strike.
assisting
breaking
room, around which were placed in a
Resume Traffic in Full.
semi-circl- e
the chairs occupied by
Chicago, Dec. 6. New York trafof the evening and officers
fic officers of the Great Northern and
Northern Pacific today Issued bulle- of the lodse. A monster American flag
tins that they would accept all fell from the ceiling to the floor, and
freight to the northwest without re- with it as a back ground, were susstrictions. Officers of the Chicago, pended the emblems of the order, the
Milwaukee and St. Paul here state elk's head with majestic antlers, and
that their whole line is clear and the clock with its hands pointing to
freight is being accepted for all points the mystic hour of eleven when every
Elk is supposed to drink a silent toast
including St. Paul and Minneapolis.
National Railroad Strike Imminent.
to the absent brother. The emblem
Chicago, Dec. 6. The Tribune this was magnificently illuminated
with
morning says: "A national strike of various-colore- d
lishts. From it, were
railroad employes became a more im- draped the purple of the Elks colors.
minent peril yesterday. The Brother- At other vantage points, the Amerihood of Railway Trainmen in New can flag was
displayed, and bouquets
York prepared to present to thirty-tw- of
earnations graced the stasuperb
eastern lines demands for. a ten( tions of the officers which were
placed
per cent increase in pay. The" demand as
are in the lodge room during
they
will be presented late this .week.
the secret rites of the order, a large
Vice President James Murdock of the
Bible being part of the
of
organization, said the men expected' one station and antlers ofequipment
another.
to win without a fight. But if the
Rev. F. W. Pratt, of the Church of
railroads do not yield and their rep-- j
resentatives have maintained they the Holy Faith, pronounced the invowould not then, Mr. Murdock said, cation after the lodge of sorrow had
there would be a strike.
j been opened in due form with the sig"The filing of the demands in the nificant words of the ritual, and at the
case will be followed by the presen- end of the. services he also pro
tation of similar propositions in the nounced the benediction.
I
west, with a like ultimatum."
The orators of the evening wera
The federal government is awake' Colonel George W. Prichard, who exto the gravity of the situation.
The
plained the object, the nature of the
officials at Washington will be pre- -' order of
Elks, dwelling upon its carpared to take a hand in negotiations dinal principles and
upon the fact that
to prevent a strike the moment an opno one can be the worse for being att
j
portunity offers.
Elk, and that unless one is a good cit!
No More Trouble at Bridgeport.
izen and a believer in God one can
Bridgeport, O., Dec. 6. No more not be a
good Elk. Attorney A. B. Rentrouble has occurred around the plant ' ehan
the eulogy upon the
pronounced
of the Aetna Standard Mills, but the
brethren both those who
mills did not resume operations today departed
have departed to another world, and
as it was rumored they would. Fifteen
those who were merely absent in other
:
hundred troops are scattered through-- fields. It was an
eloquent effort and
out the trouble district and it is possi-- ;
were the touching and telling almany
be
will
sent
ble that a number of them
lusions that were made to the charity,
home tonight.
the faith, and the other virtues of e
Embargo Lifted.
true Elk.
non-unio-

n

der to pay more attention to the aesthetic side of municipal life, the
CVvic Improvement Ltj&gue of th
city has been organized. By a course
of illustrated lectures and the offering of prizes it is hoped to induce
Seattle, Dec. 6. The Northern Pa-- ;
laggards to beautify their homes by cific and Great Northern today lifted'
planting trees and flowers every- the embargo on freight shipments
where, and the city government will
to the north where flood conbe approached with a view of beauti- except
ditions are still blocking the road.
Omaha Officials Must Enforce Law. fying the San Antonio river. Though The Northern Pacific has forty-fivLincoln, Neb., Dec. 6. Governor an eady well parked it will be made a switchmen at work here, most of
Shallenberger issued an order citing ver' table beauty spot if the program them however, inexperienced and
Mayor James Dahlman and the other set is carried out.
slow.
members of the Omaha fire and police
commission to a.ppear before him De- BOILER EXPLOSION CAUSES
ATTEMPTS TO BREAK
cember 11, and show cause why the
HAVOC IN NE"vv VORK.
WORLD'S AVIATION RECORDS.
attorney general should not begin
ouster proceedings in the supreme Two Men Killed and Four Injured
Great Aeronautic Meet to. Be Held
Next Summer at Spokane,
Expressman Who Was Passing,
coyrt to 'remove them tfrom office
of
on the charge of
Among the Dead.
$50,000 Guarantee.
the law, particularly the laws against
Kansas City, Dec. 6. Two men
gambling and illegal sale of intoxicat- were killed and four injured by the
Spokane,. Wash.. Dec. 6. Attempts
ing liquors.
explosion of a boiler in the basement will be made by Farman, Dumont,
of a six story building at 912 Broad
Bryan for Prohibition.
Lambert, Latham, Coey, Gregory,
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 6. It is con- way in the wholesale district today., Lichleiter and other
experts with balfirmed here that Colonel W. J. Bryan One. man killed was an expressman; loons and
to break world's
aeroplanes
is not only a total abstainer himself passing on his wagon. Others killed aviation records in
next
but is heartily in favor of prohibition and injured were workmen engaged summer, under the Spokane
of
management
for Nebraska and the entire nation.
in remodeling the first and second Richard
Klegin, formerly a sporting!
floors.
writer at Sioux City, la., who has
PRESIDENT 2ELAYA MAY
completed arrangements here for ChiSKIP COUNTRY. SANTA FE ENGINE
cago, formerly a banker in Spokane
BLOWN UP.
county, will try for the world's record
with his balloon, the Chicago, in
Sending. Troops and Artillery Eastward to the Coast so United
Engineer Hurled Three Hundred Feet which he recently went 690 miles in
and Fireman Also Killed By
States Consul Reports.
10 hours. There will also be a series
Explosion.
of other competitions, including long
Amarillo, Tex., Dec. 6. An engine and high flights, speed, endurance
Washington, Dec. 6. A- message
from the United States consulate at hauling the fast freight train on the and time contests. The promoter,
Managua, dated the fourth, was re- Santa Fe railroad exploded under full wno will leave for Paris some time
ceived' by the state department to- speed at Gerloch, Okla., yesterday, kill- tnis month, claims to have contracts
day and says that it is reported there ing Engineer H. F. Ellis and Fireman aggregating more than ?250,000 for
that President Zlaya is sending A. J. Saunders, east of Amerillo. The the various meets in the west, begintroops and artillery eastward and that body of the engineer was blown three ning at St. Paul, and says ffe is in
rumors are renewed of his intention hundred feet.
position to make the most attracto leave Nicaragua.
tive offers to the fliers to test their
FRENCH AVIATOR
nerve and skill in the air.
j

e
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TRANSPORT

The musical program in which Mrs
Bean, Miscs Bean, Mrs. J. E. Clark,
Morrison's orchestra and the choir of
the
First Presbyterian church partici;
pated, added much to the impressive-nes- s
of the services. Dr. David Knapp
presided, and the other principal
chairs were occupied by A. J. Fischer.
Frank P. Sturges and Carl A. Bishop.
Secretary Jose D. Sena called the roll
of the absent brethren. There is no
need to reiterate that the Elks are doing a good work, not only among themselves but for the community, and last
evening's services demonstrated that
the order appeals also to a side of human nature that is placed above the
material, that is sentimental and es-

DIXIE SAILS
FOR PANAMA.

'

KILLED BY FALL.

His Motor Exploded at Altitude of
Has on Board Seven Hundred Mar
1,400 Feet and Airship Crumpled
ines Who Were Stranded With
Like Paffer."
Nice, France, Dec. 6. M. FernanTransport Prairie.
dez, the aviator, was instantly killed
Philadelphia, Dec. 6. The trans today following an explosion of his
port Dixie with seven hundred mar- - motor when his areoplane was being
ines and all equipment transferred maneuvered at an estimated height
from the stranded transport Prairie, of sixteen hundred feet. The mapassed out to sea early today on her chine crumpled and with its pilot
way to Central America.
dropped to the ground.

FOUR INCHES SNOW
IN ARIZONA.

Globe and the Gila Valley In Southern Part of Territory Enjoy
Unusual Spectacle.
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 6. Four inches of snow fell yesterday at' Globe,
Ariz., and throughout the Gila valley,
a place which seldom experiences
snow.

thetic.
SURVEYING RAILROAD
IN WILDEST

IDAHO.

Did Not Meet Any Other
Human Beings for Period of
Fifty-fou- r
Days.
Spokane, Wash.,. Dec. 6. Thrilling
were the experiences of a party of
Northern Pacific railway eagineers
and surveyors, under H. B. Payne f
Spokane, just returned from the unsettled territory in centrr.l Idaha
Payne and the crews worked in the
motttnains nearly eisht months, irul It
is understood a feasible rout? has
found to tap several of the rich
mineral and timber belts. On cr.e of

Engineer

r--

th

trips, lasting

54

days, tli?

mn

did not see a human being outside of
their cwn party. A score of horses
were lost and some of the men had
narrow escapes from death. Much big
game was encountered in the hills and
several fine deer5 fell before the engineers' rifles. Payne made maps o?
tho country and these with other draw-in;- ?
he will submit to the engineering
department at St. Paul early this
month. The line contemplated by the
railway company will open a big territory in Idaho and aid materially in
the development of the country for
'
miles around.
t
;
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frcnhftrrifts.

Hnr,h

TutVpuq r.hirVpnq

Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers,

Radish, Onions,

Cauliflower, Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,
Bannanas,

and all kinds of Nuts.

register tickets
with all cashpurchases.
CasU

1 VG

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

AP

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CALL

BOUND

8

Deco-

g

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ehony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

Spitz

JEWELER
a

t.

i

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
19

FRANK F GORMLEY

Phono Black

N. M.

SANTA FE,

J

Costly Fire at Raton Today At Ra
ton at six o'clock this morning, the:
Pacific saloon and the headquarters
of the Social Club of Raton, suffered a
fire loss of $7,000.
Grand Jury After Gamblers The
grand jury at Alamogordo, among the
fifty-twindictments returned by it,
ranging from murder to horse stealindictments
ing, included wholesale
law.
for violation of the
Phenomenal Gold Discovery Leonard Smith, who recently bought the
Allison ranch near Pine Cienega,
Grant county, has made a phenomenal gold discovery on his place, a fls- sure vein that nas Deen iraceu iui
three miles and is six feet wide. It
carries from $9 to $4S per ton in gold
and some samples assayed $127 per
ton.
Attorneys Confer on Condemnation
When the condemnation suit of the
government is taken up at Socorro by
United States Attorney David J.
asLeahy, of Las Vegas, lie will be
Bur-ge- s
F.
Richard
sisted by Attorney
of El Paso, and H. B. Holt of Las
Cruces. The three attorneys were in
conference at El Paso on Thursday
o

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

UP.

I

tak

MONDAY,

Women

Established 1856.

To weak and ailinst women, there is at least one
way to help. But with that way, two treatments,
be combined. One is local, one is constitutional, but both are important, both essential.
Vr. Phoop's Night Cure is the Local.
lr. Snoop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
The former Dr. Snoop's Night Cure i in topical
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
Snoop's Restorative is wholly an intermit treatment. The Restorative reaches throughout thq
entire system, seeking the repair oi all nerve,
ail tissu", and all blood ailments.
The "Night Cure", as its name implies, does its
work while yousleep. Itsoothessoreandinflam-e- d
mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restorative, eases nervous
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Shoop's
Tablets or Liquid asa general tonic
to the system. For positive local help, use as well

SELIS1N

DON'T DELAY
Begin your Christmas Shopping Now. We
have fca large and varied assortment on
hand in our different departments for you
to select from and the prices are right.

Dr. iShoop's
ig'ht Cure
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.

OUR AIM IS

iiiMno pitv tnDinc
Denver, Colo., Dec.

6.

Fore- -

To please our customers anu you can find
something for every member of the family
if ycu will visit our store.

X

cast for Xew Mexico: Snow X;
tonight and Tuesday; colder in X
X
south portion tonight.
Meet December 6th.

There will be
Post G.
Hobart,

a regular meeting of Carlton
A. R., on December 6th. E. F.

FOR

PHONE 36

Adjutant.
Elks Theater Tomorrow Night
We expect to have some first class
pictures. Watch the paper announcePictures will
ment of subjects.
change Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday this week.
The Battle on the Bottle Rev. J. I.
Seder, superintendent of the New Mexico
League, will lecture
this evening at the Elks' theatre at
eight o'clock on "The Battle on the
The admission is 25 cents.
Bottle."
The lecture is eloquent, abounds with
facts, logic, humor and pathos.
High School .Closed .Today This
morning at the high school, it was discovered that one of the steam pipes
leading from the heating apparatus
had sprung a leak, making it impossible to heat the building properly. Superintendent J. A. Wood dismissed the
various classes and closed the school
for the day. The faulty pipe will be '
repaired during the day and school;
will be opened as usual tomorrow
Anti-Saloo-

f

Weed

WHOLESALE
AID .RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

A

Anthracite Coalall Sizes,. Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
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!

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone 85

TRY OUR

I

Steam Coal.

(liiJlfl Mai a lea

Also Good fo? Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
HERSCH

LEO

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Saltan!
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

DIAMONDS
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YOSTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FILIGREE

,HWELRY

1
Cut Class, China
1 345 San Francisco St.

Methods

and Silverware

SANTA FE, N.
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ZOOK HAS

1

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by

M

CITY.

We guarantee a saving of
d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

mm

E

i

morning.
On last
Succumbed to Pneumonia
at 7:30 o'clock, T. H.
evening
Saturday
regarding the suit.
Butman, a construction engineer in the
Light Sentence for ThiefThe case employ of the Santa Fe Water and
of the United States vs. John Wil- Light Company, succumbed to the efliams, for breaking into and pilfering fects of pneumonia at St. Vincent's
a car of merchandise at Carrizozo, end- Sanitarium. Butman came to Santa
ed at Alamogordo, in a verdict of Fe only recently and took charse of!
guilty for Williams and a sentence of the improvements which were being!
six months in the penitentiary. Wil made at the plant of the water and
liams is only 19 years of ase and was light company. He was an indefatig
brought to the penitentiary today by abg worker and lt js beiieved that he
Deputy U. S. Marchal J. H. Smith.
overexerted himself. This, together
Accept Steam Heating Plant The with exposure and the fact that he
board of regents of the American had not become acclimated, brought
School of Archaeology have examined on an attack of pneumonia.
He was
and passed upon the steam heating m but lhree dayg and though every- .
Old -Palace H..
in thei
r.icnf
uussiuie was uuue uu i.urmg auuiui
ijicihu
hniidinsr hv the engineering firm ot recovery, the dread disease soon gain- Rerrv and Elliott of St. Louis. The ed the upper hand. He was a man of
plant was found to be in satisfactory forty and unmarried. His home was
condition and was accepted by the Toledo, Ohio, but his
parents live in
board. Work on other improvements
where the remains will shipChicago,
is still being continued in the building
ped,
which promises to soon be one of
Heart Trouble Claims Young Girl
fea
attractive
the most delightfully
On last Saturday, Miss Josefita Lucero,
tures in the Capital City.
daughter of Obedio Lucero of East Palace aveneue. died from, the effects of
The .Spanish edition of the 1909 rheumatism of the heart. The de
Laws of New Mexico are now ready ceased was sixteen years of age. The
Price: Paper cover funeral took place this morning at
for delivery.
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep seven o'clock from the Cathedral, in$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address terment being at Rosario:
all orders to The New Mexican Print
More Snow Predicted Snow to
ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
night and Tuesday. Colder weather
in south portion tonight. That is the
The New Mexican can ao printing
prediction of the weather bureau.
equal to that' done in any of the large It snowed all last night, but it was
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
only .12 of an inch of precipitation.
work we turn out. Try our stock once Saturday night, or rather
early Sunand you will certainly come again. We day mcrning, the temperature dropped
have all the facilities for turning out to seven degrees above zero, the coldevery class of work, including one of est thus far this winter. The maxithe best binderies in the west
mum
and
was 33

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee

every' stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove b"
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

Phone.
No 14
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HARDWARE CO.

St. Michael's CoUege
Santa Fe, New Mexico

christian brothers

dby?h!d

Oldestand Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

fiMirW COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDlNGand

DAY

Send for Prospectus:

STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

degrees
19 degrees.

How's This?
Typographical Union Elects Officers
We offer one hundred dollars reSanta Fe Typographical Union No.
ward for any case of Catarrh that 405, on
Saturday evening elected thei
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
officers: President, F. P.
following
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
vice
Canuto Ala--

Grain, Potatoes,

Flour, Hay,

P. O. BOX 219

5 OUR GUARANTEE

n

yesterday
the minimum last night

IN THE

HOUSE

:

j

HALF CENTURY

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

j

Lump

CERRILLOS

HPM.

BROS.

j
'

t

6, 1909;

Incorporated 1903

j

General
Merchandise

DtCEMBER

mut

;

No. 40

Telephone

DAILY

Why mourn the sweet young beauty
of Spring,
The Summer with her bird songs
and her flowers.
Or Autumn's sheaf of grain and!
gold hours?
'
Joys all their own the coming months
will bring.
Be grateful for the wealthe the glad
year brought.
And for these happy days of rest and
thought.
Xew York Sun.

Winter Grocery Co.
y

THE

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. JL

REST AND PEACE.
(By Ninette M. Lowater.)
Summer is gone, but beauty still remains
The beauty of calm nights and restful days;
Soft shines the sun, half veiled in
misty haze.
Upon the leafless woods and frosted
plains.
Still on the paths the level sunbeams
lie
The short days draw unhurried to
their close
Though roses bud no more in garden
rows,
The winter's rose will bud and bloom
on high.

Green Beans, Wax

Beets,

Turnips,

Feas,

Beans,

a

Sweet

NTTW

O.

i

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c,
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

j
Sturges;
president,
Pedro G.
rid;
Ortiz; executive committee, C. W.
Coombs, Benigno Muniz and John G.
Howland; sergeant at arms, Gregorio
Rael. Union men should remember
that the New Mexican Printing Company is the only union shop in Santa
Fe count--- .
secretary-treasure-

r,

i

Undertaker and Embalmer

.

J. D. MULLIGAN

rUlIlIXilLO

(ConUnued on Page Eiftht.)
PILES

xZYEBSa

CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS

PICTURE

FRAMING

RED

Given Careful
Personal Attention

188

RED

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

130
DONE.

PAZOOINTMKNT 1 guaranteed to pure
Blind Bleeding or Proany case of Itching.
truding Piles In 6 to 14 days or money re

funded.

50c.

WE DELIVER FIRST

r

If Experience Counts for anything
in n

riii xli

a linim TrMin DuninnnO

If Qaality Counts for anything.
The

If Prices count for anything

in preparing Prescriptions

argument is again in our fayor.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

"The Quality Drugist

Phone
213.

f
Our

e

can interest you in either large or small quantity.

list of customers is rapidly
We

growing this year

will appreciate your name among them.

MONDAY,

DECEMBER

6, 1909.

THE SANTA EE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
WILL OPPOSE
CLOSING

MUST BELIEVE IT.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS

When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainlv.

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:1?
a m.
Train arrives from the north

at

I

was beautifully and artistically
The floor was covered with
autumn leaves and bows of cedar made
a fining background.
The KIks' clock,
with its bands indicating the mysterious hour of eleven, occupied a conspicuous place in the ornamentation
scheme. A large American flag wa
tastefully draped over the salutation
table, and the patriotic emblem also
appeared in other places throughout

i

This Plain in His Annual
Report.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of the Sauthwett."
Aruiv Officers Oetalled by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

If

li:-- -4
Despite
"A."
the navy
the agitation
Through Academic coure, preparing young
Mexico
New
Central.
yards along the southern coast, Sectneo for college or for business life. Great
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
retary of the Navy Meyer will oppose
amount o? open atr work. Hcalthlets location
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25
pny such step for the present. This iie theatre.
of
Railroad.
any Military School In the Union. Located
Fe
Santa
much was made plain in his annual re-- '
The Elks occupied the front rows ot
the garden
o the beautiful Pecos Val'ey
Leave Santa Fe S:25 to connect
w i t submittrd to Presidi m Taft to the
panieut in the theatre and the auof the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
with Xos. 10 and 2 from the south and
spot
day.
dience, which was indeed a representawest, and No. 3 from the east at La, .
feet above iea level, sunshine every day, but
..
Seeertary Meyer says that he is not tive one, packed the remaining seats
1.
s v .v.,
i....
Junction.
lute rain or snow during session.
entirely convinced that Hie govern- downstairs and in the balcony.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
E'even Officers and Instructor, all graducan
ment
advantageously give up sites,
Promptly a 2:30, attired in the
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
eastern colleges. Ten
from stardard
ates
in which lare expenditures have been
silk hat and frock coat, a
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
heated, lighted
furnished,
throughly
until
buildings,
of
the
the
after
made,
opening
large number of Elks entered the t heLeaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
modern In all respects.
and
it definitely can at re from the
Panama
when
canal,
where
rooms,
lodge
they
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
be demonstrated which are likely to had gathered before hand. A funeral
REGENT' E. A. Cahoon, President; W
! from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
bt of the greatest value.
G. Hatnlltoo. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
march from Chopin was played by the
"tt is not known in the history of C'avanaugh orchestra as the Elks enTreasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
the government," says the secretary, tered and took their proper places.
"that national reservations have been
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
The salutation was delivered in an
given up and later were bought back impressive manner by Exalted Ruler
address.
at increased cost." Again in discuss- McLandress. The roll call of the deI idi7iiual or Class Lessons
COL. IMS. W. WILLSOK,
ing the same subject, he says that the ceased members, which followed the
Superintendent.
IN GRAMMAR
'"completion of the Panama canal, the salutation, was one of the most emodevelopment of trade in the Gulf of tional and touching features of the en- RAYMOND HAACKE
Mexico and the whole Caribbean re- tire program. The names of twenty-Care New Mexican
gion, and the probable increase of the one absent members were called, that
NOTARY PUBLTC
naval establishment to meet our na- ninny having passed away since the'
tional responsibilities in that area wiil institution of Albuquerque lodge.
j
probably call for supply stations, in
".Nearer My God to Thee," by the
part for the heavy fleet, but principally lodge and audience was rendered in a
th
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in
for the torpedo craft and subinaries
of
these
water,
manner.
world
The
"The
Better
efficiency
Land," Located in th. midst of the Ancient
splendid
and the smaller vessels needed there." a vocal solo by Forest S.
has been thoroughly tested by th
Cartwright, Cliff
PuDtrcation.
Notice
for
mile, west miracuIou9 cures atte8led to , th.
He
twenty-fiv- e
&
urgeg the "extreme desirability" touched a
Dwellings,
chord,
being
sympathetic
Small Holding Claim No. 1233.
of developing the naval station partly
of Taos, and fifty miles norta or sania following diseases:
Paralysis, Rheusung with :rood effect.
No
145
Red
Land.
012051.
Coal
Not
Serial
established at Ouantanamo, Cuba.
Telephone
Malaria.
The responses by the officers, be- Fe, and about twelve miles from
Bright"!
matism, Neuralgia,
"With the opening of the Panama ing declarations by each officer in turn
Department of the Interior.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Station,
United States Land Office,
Canal, the Caribbean sea will become that it was their belief that,
they had Grande Railroad, Irom which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
Santa Fe, X. M., Nov. 15. 1909. the scene of the great commercial actheir
their daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comtowards
discharged
duty
Notice is hereby given that the follo- tivity, and our responsibility as to the
M.
departed brothers, a charge by the The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathwing-named
claimant has filed notice police and maintenance call for an exalted
rule dand a Sign of Grief by from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
of his intention to make final proof in adequate naval repair base in that lo- the
Builders and Contractors
Stage meets Denver
all indicated the broad sym- - carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
lodge,
support of his claim under sections cality."
ihe entire trains and waits fcr Santa Fe train
PLANS & ESTIMATES
and the tender feeling of broth- - very dry and delightful
pathy
10 and 1" of the act of March 3, 1S9I,
The secretary reviews in detail his
This resort is attracyear round. There ia now a commod- upon request.
Famished on short notice
(2C Stat, S54), as amended by the act proposed plan for the reorganization of
,
f
ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at al! seasons and Is open all
'OEM ENT WORK a SPECIALTY of February 21, 1S93, (27 Stat., 470), the navy, and in addition makes many Judge Edward A. Mann delivered valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
and that said proof will be made be- recommendations for the conduct of the
9 a. m. and
eulogy for the occasion, his ad- from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at
'
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land affairs in his department.
5
at
Caliente
p. m., the
not
Ojo
are
accepted. reach
dress being scholarly and eloquent, re- contagious diseases,
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on DeTwo more battleships of the
For
further
same
Ornamental Doers
contain
waters
particular
day.
1,626.24
'Tiese
with
benevolent
grains
and
plete
sympathetic
cember 22. 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
type are recommended to be con- utterances. Mr. Mann made many of alkaline salts t the gallon, being address:
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small hold structed, but, on account of the desire beautiful
and touching references dur-- j
ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R. to keep down the expenditures, he ing his eulogy, to his absent broth8 E. N. M. P. M.
asks only for a repair ship in addition ers, and also gave words of help and
N fA
OJ)
He names the following witnesses t to these two proposed giants of the
encouragement to those who must re- continuous
adverse
actual
his
sea.
prove
main on earth and bear the pang of
The completion of the big drydock
possession of said tract for twenty
and separation.
grief
years next preceding the survey of the at the Brooklyn navy yard is urged,
Mrs. Frederic Winn, of Magdalena,
and furthermore the secretary says rendered in a beautiful manner the
township, viz:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose that "it is clear that one dock on the
touching solo, "Show Me Thy Way." i
Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N Atlantic coast, fcr docking our larg- Possessing a rich and cultivated voice,
M.
est battleships, is not sufficient since full of
depth and volume, Mrs. Winn
Any person who desires to protest that one might be injured." In th'.s made a
deep impression on the audi- or
of
said
proof,
against the allowance
connection, he points out that provis- ence.
who knows of any substantial reason ions for docking of heavy vessels inThe meeting was brought to a close
under
the laws and regulation of the jured or damaged in action or by
our
from
are made to perfection
by Exalted Ruler McLandress, followDepartment why such proof stranding are almost entirely lacking, ing which the lodge and audience join-- j
TO
Lumber) because the wood is Interior
be alowed will be given an and that but few navy-yard- s
not
should
exist on ed in the doxology. In the absence of
and
iu
particular
every
perfect
opportunity at the
eiuit'i ixmbi which nave suuuiem, wa.- lr. J. W. Anderson re- free from every imperfection of time
chaplain
e
the witand place to
!
cited
benediction.
the
cracks
and
;kaots,
warpings. nesses of said claimant, and to offer ing 4 or 5 feet more than its ordinary-draft- .
folThe Elks then retired in a body,
Every foot of it is thoroughly evidence in rebuttal of that submitlowed by the audience, the orchestra Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg .
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so ted by claimant.
Ship construction at the navy yards playing "Resignation,"
from Caro
itcau be absolutely relied upon
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of the United States is opposed as a Roma,
j
the exit.
during
and
and
builders,
occas-ianallby carpenters
Register.
principle by the secretary. Only
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
The absent brothers in commemor- archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
as a check on coasts of par- ation of whom the services were held
tects hereabouts particularly
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
ticular types, does he believe tha.t the
It is an admitted tnct, mat real
yesterday follow: Ferdinand Levi,1
mention our Lumber in their
a
build
all
men
should
merchants
and
United States
financial
ship. Edwin D. Harper, M. E. Otero. I.!
and all Foreign Countries.
say that quickest and best results a. a Shipbuilding concerns should be en- Freudenberg, Charles F. Myers, A. W.
specifications.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .
obtained by advertising in the New couraged, in his opinion, so that the Cavanugh, I). J. Abel, Thomas Hughes,
Mexican.
government can profit by their ex- Abraham Kempenich, J. F. Cook, A.
perience and resources, and also be- V. Tegner, Carl A. Dalies, W. B. Child-ers- ,
cause ordinarily the work is done more
A. D. Coleman .11. J. Rowell, J. P.
economically by them than at navy Goodlander, J. V. Key, Charles
yards.
J. L. Kimm, J. H. Stingle,
Furthermore, Secretary Meyer is Wm. P. Geyford.
opposed to Congress restricting the
The officers of the lodge, who partiOF
construction by one shipbuilding com- cipated in the services were Dr. G. S.
pany to one battleship, or to requiring Iandress, exalted ruler; John Lee
one battleship to be constructed at a Clarke, esteemed
leading knight; O.
navy yard, or on one cost or the other, A. Matson, esteemed
loyal knight;
j
Estimates for the coming fiscal year Roy A. Stamm, esteemed
MF.SILLA PARK, N. MEX.
lecturing
are
were included in the report. They
McDonald, secretary; C.
Roy
knight;
$10,011,000 less than the total amount A.
Hawks, treasurer; Ralph S. Dunschool whose aim is to prepare young men and women
appropriated for the present fiscal bar, esquire; J. W. Anderson, chap-l.'in- ;
year.
F. H. Harris, inner guard; Jos.
tor practical life under modern conditions. Complete
The senior officers of the navy are
Miller, tiler; Ernest F. Landolfi. ortoo old, according to the secretary. He
A. JL& College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
In
in
announces iu his report that he soon ganist.
The committee to which the credit
Eco
recomHousehold
some
and
to
will
send
the
President
and
Electrical
C'vil
it
Engineering
for the successful memorial is due, was
mendation as to new legislation for
composed of the following members:
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculremedying this defect. "The senior of- J. W. Colbert, chairman; F.
B.
RIGHT.
S
ficers of our navy are too old for the
W.
W.
E.
J.
a
and
four
in
courses
Anderson,
Schwentker,
year
ture,
preparatory
Stenography,
reresponsibilities and ardous duty
Roberts, B. Jacobson. W. C.
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
quired in the modern battleship," says
Bm Caspar Aveirat
the secretary. "They are much older
for self support.
than similar officers in the other prin- WOOD McMINN WAS
cipal navies of the world. Not only is
MERELY TIRED OF LIVING.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President'
this the case, but flag officers arrive
so late He Wasn't of
at the grade of
Any Particular Good
that even those of longest possible
to Any One and Ser.t a Bullet
service do not get adequate training
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
Through His Heart.
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
as subordinate nag officers before assuming the chief command."
As stated in Saturday's New MexiRecommendations for the legal es- can, Wood McMinn. about nineteen
tablishment of a naval reserve of of- years of age who had been in the
ficers and men and in regard to the
tailoring business in Portales, Friday
development of the naval militia are shot and killed himself with a thirty-eigh- t
also promised.
revolver after having written a
long letter to his father and mother
MEMORAIAL SERVICES OF
who also reside here.
&
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
ELKS AT ALBUQUERQUE.
The cause assigned for the deed was
310 Saa Francisco St.
Phone Red 13y
of
that he was merely tired
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Olhsr Gems.
living and
Edward A. Mann Pronounced was not of any
Judge
to
any
good
particular
Horses
an Eloquent Eulogy to the De527 San Franeisoo St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Snrries, Siile Rip &
;
one. The man for whom McMinn
cf
Brethren
Lodge
parted
worked recently sold the shop where
No. 461.
he was employed thus throwing the
boy out of work. He came into his
Albuquerque, N. M.. Dec. 6 In old shop yesterday and after taking
accordance with the custom general paper and writing the letter walked to
throughout the United States by the the back end of the shop and sent the
Benevolent and Protective Order of 5unet
through his heart. McMinn was
Elks, to meet on the first Sunday in wen reCpected and came of a good
December in memory of their absent family. There was some reference made
of the finest
brothers, the members of Albuquerque ln the letter to some girl or girls, but
Lodge No. 4G1 gathered in the Elks' just the nature of tMs
not be
theatre yesterday afternoon to hallow learned and it is thought that this had
the names of those who have gone to no particular bearins on the case,
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
oin the great grand lodge.
.
j
LATEST AND NEWiST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
j
The services began at 2:30 and were
Engraved cads 3e visit and wed
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
impressive thhoughout. The officers ding invitations a specialty at the
4
of the lodge were seated in a semi- - New ' Mexican Printing office.
Any
i
J circle on the stage, the furnishings of one sanding in need of such will do
be
room
ueen
wen
to
tne
transierand
cilice
call
at
this
examine
lodge
naving
j
red for the occasion. The stage itself samples, style of work and prices.
.
4

j. m.

SPANISH LESSONS

Washington,

1.

Dec. 0.
to close some of
C
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FRESH EGGS

CREAM

'

Vi

;

i

!

J

QJO CALIEJiTR flOT SPRlflGS.

n

MILK

Bar-anc-

0.

o

HOOVER &S0iN

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proorietor.
Ctlisnl. Tai. Comtv

pi I jlE3ii

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

j

General Express Forwarders

above-mentione-

Ml Parts of the World.

d

cross-examin-

.

Charles W. Dudrow

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Qugglos, Surries Saddle Horses

Call up

A

'Phone 9

When
Need of Anything
the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSON

W. E.

Garrison,

rear-admir-

A. F. SPIEGELBERd,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

WILLIAMS & RISING
LIVERY

HACK LINE

Sale

s

fllTT Y TW0 WEEKS

urmi

CORRICK CARRIAGE CO.

Haek

&

lus

120 San Francisco St.

SALE

SPECIAL
Embroidenes White Goods

i

Line

i(
;

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

!
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NAVY YARD, rated.

Secretary Meyer of the Navy Makes

When public endorsement Is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Ycu must
Fe the proof is positive.
believe it. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer, every wan, woman or child with any kidney trouble
will find profit iu the reading.
Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says: "About two ami
a half years ago I gave a public
statement telling of my experience
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney
Pills.
They completely rid me of
pains in my back which had troubled
When 1
ine off and on for months.
on my
or
strain
brought any
stooped
loins, I suffered severely and there
were various other symptoms which
convinced me that my trouble came
from disordered kidneys. I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows & Co's. drug store and they
brought prompt relief. I continued
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and it
wa snot long before every symptom
of my trouble had disappeared. The
fact that I have had no return attack
! warrants
me in again expressing my
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
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ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO
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SANTA FE
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JUST JUDGE.
is pleased to
Mexican
The New
learn from Washington, D. C, that
(U'spite the frantic efforts of the liquor
interests. Judge John R. McFie will be
sureappointed to the New Mexico
Mcpreme bench next January. Judge
Fie has made a fair and honest judge,
to whom more than to any one else is
due the fact that the First judicial dis
trict i one of the most law abidin
sections of the west, where law and order prevail, where law is enforced.
Judge McFie is not a fanatic, he is
not narrow, he is broad and liberal in
his views and while his conduct is
above reproach he is not a Pharisee

-

Vice-Preside-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months

OFFICIAL

Weekly, per quarter

13.75
2.00
1.00
75

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
circulation
very postofflia in the Territory, and has a large anJ growing
Southwest.
the
of
among the intelligent and progressive people

j.

J.
J.

PALta, President
L

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorn ey-aLaw.
Santa F
New Mexico
t-

public is respecfully solicited.
Juu

THE

Attorney-at-La-

Santa F
CATRON

& CATRON,
,

"Office:

Counsellors-at-Law-

Catron Block.

Santa Fa

-

-

New Mexico

G. VOLNEY HOWARD,

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory

$
5

Speaks Spanish.
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms IS and 19,
Laughlin Bloclt
Santa Fe, N. M.
RENEHAN A DA VIES.
. p. Da vies,
Attorneys-at-Law-

PALACE HOTEL

One of the Best Hotels in

.

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

J

Lirge Sample

Room for Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

1
.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-

Practio

.

the District Courts as
well as before th Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
. New Meiloo
in

H. M. DOUGHERTY,

the West

....
....
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
bocorro
New Mexico

William Mckean,

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law..
New Mexico

Taos
AMERICAN AND

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,.

EUROPEAN PLAN Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad, Colorado.
G. W.

s,

PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
"

Proprietor

Commodious Sample Koom
Long Distance Telephoitf Station.

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

IN CONNECTION

FRESS THE BUTTON

THE REST,

"WE DO

k

CORON ADO hotel
X"irst

w."

BARBER,

Counsellor-at-Law-

.

Practices In the District Court an
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.-Lincol-

New Mexico

Class Icestaiaxant
G.

laa.

Attorncy-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Night

Attorney and

EDWARD C. WADE,

Steam Heated: Electric

THE

GEORGE

County

suc-crui-

-

spe-

New Mexico'

Attorneys and

j

j

a

cialty.

A. B. Renehan,

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

-

'non-protecte-

EASLEY,

Land and Mining business

5

st

ft

r.

CHARLES

(Late Surveyor General)

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
.
.
Santa P
New Mexico-- .

S"t

-

Practice in the District and Supreme Coarts, Frompt and careti.l
attention given to all business.
Santa F
New Mexico

$150,000
Capital Stock,
Undivided
and
75,000
Profits,
Surplus
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
and
makes
domestic and fr;ign exchange
telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safeiy deposit boxes or rent. The patronage of the

.

Attorney-at-Law-

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

tj

i""

-

E. C. ABBOTT,

s

!

ATTORNEYS AT LAW. -

B. READ, Assistant Cashier.

OF QAfJTA FE

1

Cards

Cashier.

H. VA3SHS,

St!

NO COMPLAINST AGAINST JUDGE
FORESTRY IN SWITZERLAND.
MILLS.
Switzerland recognized the bene-In far southwestern New Mexico,
fits of forest protection and develop-- ;
ment COO vears ago when the forest noar the Arizona boundary the apbe
to
ordinance of Bern was issued. The jwitment of Chief Justice Mills
Sihlwald of Zurich, one of the most governor, evidently meets with as
perfectly managed and most profitable much applause as it did in other porEditor
handled
been
tions of the Territory. Says
forests in the world, has
Kerlzie or tne western uuci
under a working plan since iou.
little Alpine republic still reports at Lordsburg:
progress in forest work and the
"Ever since Governor Curry resigned
American consul writing from St. there has been a chase for the appointCall says:
ment. More than thirty candidates
"The government of Switzerland has for the office made known their deso carefully regulated the timber out- sires. Last week the President an- - imlp-einrl.thnt- if hna been a. decided- put that it has never been permitted nounced that he intended to appoint a y gQod fo.tune that the F,r8t judi.
to exceed the natural growth. The lawyer, as a man wise in the law was cial
district has had for so many
thick growth of timber on the moun- needed during the time that the Ter- a just judge, one who seeks to
tain sides, purposely allowed to be- ritorv was changing into state. This years
do
under all circumstances.
right
come dense, has perceptibly lessened cut out a large number of candidates,
avaof
exthe danger and frequency
and finally the list was reduced to
The Philistine for December makes
Tl-iATum
lanches and landslides, which in forPresident vemeni- this
destrucpoint that although the Seattle
mer times were so frightfully
bered some of the things that had
tive. To control the spring floods in been said about this candidate when Yukon Pacific Exposition was the first
exposition ever held where nc
massive
dams, he was an applicant for reappointthe rivers and streams,
or other intoxicants" were
fortified by thickly planted trees, have ment as judge, and began inquiring
was
the only Exposition that
it
sold,
been erected at exposed places. In the about other judges. Finally a telefor its stockholders
ever
made
timmoney
to
its
attention
paid
extraordinary
gram was sent to Chief Justice Mills,
- it did turn down $200,000
ber lands, the government has taken asking him u ne wouia acuepi.l me even thousrh
;
into account also the necessity for position. The judge immediately ac- - offered it by one firm of brewers alone
"1U1
"
sheltering and pasturing cattle, the cented. and was' appointed. Judge
maintenance of the soil, the roads, and: AIiUg h been a resident of the terri- - lcants on the grounds. It is marvelous
tow the prohibition sentiment is
the natural springs, climate, and thej
for s0me twenty years and is n0
T tut as a
"control of mountain streams.
For twelve years he has spreading. With President
tenderfoot.
Colonel
of
with
SwitzerBryan
total
area
forest
"The actual
abstainer,
been chlej jasliC(5 0f llG s,ipreme
with
advocating
prohibition,
land comprises 2,205,508 acres, 21.4S Lourt ftlld 1)1Tsid-mveny
judge of the Las
per cent of the entire surface of the Was district The best compliment Raiser Wilhelm and King Edward on
even Governor
country, 77,004 of which belong to the t,
be iven a judge is t0 say the water wagon, and
Utero deciar-againstate and 2,128,504 to the cantons, com- that no complaints have been made Curry and
certain that
corlocal
tor
is
it
8
option
and
private
munes, municipalities,
him. Governor Mills has held
made a political
cannot
be
Prohibition
eighty-on-e
and
hundred
Seveii
twelve
for
porations.
the office of judge
nearly
acres of the state forest are set vears. and the Liberal has yet to isue between the two great parties.
aside as a nursery. From this nui"' hear the first complaint against him. m Woswell, tor instance tne uemoRecord and the Republisery in. 1908 over 22,000,000 young The people of tne TelTitory seem to cratic Daily c
rvesibi.ei-iii.uuuctic
HBfi
tho
trees were taken and transplanted in K
with
nminintmsnt1e
ui
aoonsnmeni ol uu,
the various forests. In New Mexico and it is probable that he will make
can
two
which
on
the
the
to
question
only
forest
national
of
the proportion
administration during
a successful
area is onlr about ten per cent.
v
VW 1UU
l 11C 11 J 111
"Swiss forests are classed as 'pro- territory to statehood."
Las Vegas is to have another daijy
The fortected' and
R. A. Kistler, formerly of
on
newspaper.
situated
are
which
mer are those
It is a beautiful thought that the 0ptiCi wi1 be the man at tue heim.
mountain slopes where the imminence
one has been laid away in the The Homesteader,
now published
of washouts, stone and ice chutes, though
once a year the brethren weei;iyf is t0 become a daily on Janu-gathe- r
that
grave,
landslides and avalanches calls for the
in solemn conclave to recall the ary
and lt ig to be independent
constant exercise of extraordinary care name
and
the good deeds of the broth-- 1 enQUgn to speak out its sentiments in
are
and attention. The
er who has departed. The great order 01)en meeting. Unfortunately, as long
those on comparatively level ground of Elks all over
the United States yes-- ! ag Las Vegas is a divided community,
to
attention
requiring only ordinary
observed
its Memorial Day, it
terday
be unable t0 maintain two daily
keep them in good condition. Because not
in a perfunctory manner,
merely
It win mean a financial
the
newspapers.
of
the
country,
of the character
but with loving thoughtfulness, recall- - struggle in which the ,papei. with tne
are
'proforests
of
the
majority
great
ing specifically the name of each mem- - longest purse and tbe iargest amount
tected.'
ber who has gone to the great bourne of money to blow in will win tut the
"The law provides that 'the forest
whence.no traveler returns, it is a wjnnings wm be so smali as not to
and
that
area shall not be diminished'
that must appeal to the great be worth the struggle. But there may
all forests shall be maintained in a practice
and in itself win many re- - be other objects than financial
multitude
in
private
fairly dense condition. Even
an
for
order that is as thought- - cess In that fled of course the Home-fu- l
forests close cutting or clearing up is
of the living as it is mindful of
has unlimited opportunities for
strictly forbidden, especially in expos- the dead and death. As was said last steader
succesSi
ed places, without the consent of the
at Santa Fe, at the service, no
federal authorities, and then only in evening
be the worse for being an
man
can
Upon the recommendation of Sec-Glsmall areas and when prompt refora zood citizen retary of gtate Kn0Xi President Taft
but
none
that
and
estation is guaranteed. Threes for :an he a
good Elk.
today issued an executive order which
cutting are carefully selected by forstill further extends the civil service
estry experts.
of
In
the
view
to
the consular and diplomatic depart-o- f
vigorous
exprosecution
are
"Through the forests there
the good roads movement by Gov- - ments of the government. Perhaps, in
cellent roads, made largely by the canis sig- no other branch of the government, is
tonal authorities. The year 1908 was ernor Curry's administration, itwestern
efficiency so great a necessity and
marked by such activity in road con- nificant to note what another
Two
direction.
is
in
state
within the past few years, these
that
doing
a
struction that the state, which bears
of highways are being built tions while desirable for 'many rea-ithe
to
of
the
paid
expense,
proportion
Washington, one by the state alone, sons, have been taken out of politics
cantons the sum of 4G,G34.00 on their
the other by the state and counties, and transferred to the civil service.
account alone.
The state has 1081 miles of highways President Taft is following President
"Spruce is the most important tree
10 Roosevelt's policy in that respect, and
in the Swiss forests, and then in order surveyed and it is estimated that
to
the
be
will
the latest executive order will meet
complete
required
of their importance come the white years
cost per mile is with practically universal approbation.
work.
The.
average
a
and
fir, beech, larch, pino, cypress
"
$6,000. Where the counties and state
few other varieties.
in
road each pays half
a
the
in
increase
building
Considering
join
great
"The principal revenue derived from
is twice as much the price of living, the New Mexican
Therf
expense.
the(
lumber
the
the Swiss forests is from
of this class of work contemplated as believes that the railroad employes
output, there being no manufacturers of the state work.
are entitled to that ten per cent in- of resin, turpentine and similar by
crease
in wages they would like to
products. To offset the cutting, there
The ankle-deemud on Santa Fe's have for none of them are paid too
trees
were planted in 1908 23,090,225
streets during the past week dem- - much for their services. But if it is
of which 18,031,390 were conifer and bnstrated
again very forcibly that the shown that it is impossible for the
5,064,635 deciduous, and no less than
sums of money and labor spent railroads to grant it at this time, it is
large
seven tons of seed were sown.
on Santa Fe's streets each year are to be hoped that the men will not
"Statistics of the receipts and exthan wasted. There is only one cipitate disaster by going out on a
penditures of all forestry work in the way to use the money and labor avail- - general strike from which it would
country are not available, but a couple able each year and that is to mass it. take months to recover and which
of cases may be cited which show all on one block or square, macadam- - would inflict such incalculable harm
gratifying returns. The total receipts izing it with proper grade, instead of that wage increases may be out of
from the sale of wood in 1908 from
trying to scatter the work over the question for a long time,
acres of state forests in the can- entire city, with the result that the
J.
Citizen-Tribun- e
ton of St. Gall are given as $24,457.37 mud holes are deeper than ever; and
The Albuquerque
and the expenditures as $7,104.81, that the crossings are buried in an oozy advocates manual training for the
whenever it rains, and that the lie schools in Albuquerque.
leaving a clear profit of $17,452.56. In
Santa Fe
the forests of the town of Winterthur, ruta are destructive to tires when it is needs the innovation even more than
does Albuquerque for the opportuni- amounting to z,sj;j acres, me receipts drv
were $51,174.03 and the expenses
ties of employment or learning a trade
634.50, leaving a net profit of
Not until the strike that tied up traf- - are decidely fewer in Santa Fe than
or an average profit of about fie in the northwest in quicker time they are at Albuquerque, where shops
$10.42 per acre.
than anything else has ever tied it up and mills and large offices offer at
"It is not to ,b.e presumed that the ' before, did any one suppose that the least some advantages in that line to

iji)on

R.

L. A. K'JGHES,

and the unfairness of the liquor interests in opposing him is therefore the
more apparent. It would have been a
distinct misfortune for the community
fQr
distrjcti if Judge McFie
clis)Iaced at this time, after
so many years upon the Dencn, in
which he has demonstrated his fitness
The court is held in
all(1 learning.
the highest respect by the people and
the bar has no reason to complain of
its judgments. There are some who
undoubtedly remember, that it was
not always thus, that there have been
political judges, and narrow and fanatical judges, ignorant judges and unfair

ABf?
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Professional
2

.

LUPE HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

...

-

New Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexice
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third'
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L- - Cruces
New Mexlo
Eastern and local bank references.

posi-system- s

n

First Class and TloroiiMy Up -To Date

,

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

Hot and Cold Water

In Every

Room

WATER STREET

DON GASPAR AND
I

Spacious Sample Pooms
For Commercial Travelers

Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

p

pub-mas- s

$29,-40.1-

area can be approximated by taking
as a basis the earnings of the St.
Gall or Winterthur forests, which have
been for many years under most intelligent and excellent management, but
the universal opinion among forestry
officials is that the jealous care with
which the Swiss timber . lands have
been guarded has ' vastly benefited
both national and cantonal treasuries
from the financial point of view."

sary factor in railroading. There is
The scientific farmer who will
many another cog in the machinery of
this world just as essential, although garner a big crop next fall is he who
the world seldom stops to consider in anticipation of the twenty inches of
snow which have fallen the past week,
or to give credit.
plowed and prepared his soil to drink
The San Marcial Standard remarks in the moisture and who will, as soon
that Mr. Boose saw a rainbow by as the ground permits, create a dust
moonlight last week. A man with mulch that will seal the underground
such a name is apt to see star show- - reservoir and retain the gathered
era at hizh noon.
moisture until next growing season.

Correspon .ents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly
Texioo

...

answered

New Mexico

R. W. WITTMAN,

Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
NEEL & COOPER,
Robt. L. Cooper.

pre-wors- e

1

H. C-- PUTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.

Geo. M. Neel.

HERE IS AVERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PR;CE

WKT

CHRISTMAS

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fifl
Don't
Fa:.l
to
Call
and

Inspect

'

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of urawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops
'

Many

;,
--

other

articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CAN DELARIO
301-30- 3

r

DECEMBER 6, 1909.

MONDAY,

A

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESAlJL a. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFERi Secretary-Treasure-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
75
Dally, per month, by carrier
65
mail
month,
by
Daily, per
7.00
Dally, per year, by mail

"

M.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

WliE rCUR.

wfo JArtitfhfe'.,

,SBC

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
Surveys, plans, maps, estimates,
construction, water supply and duly.
Office: Catron Block, Santa Fe. N. M..
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Pecos Forest Reserve.
Not Coal Land.
No. 03943.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Santa
Fe, N. M..
November 23, 1909:
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M.,
who, on Nov! 15. 1904. made Hnmp.
stead entry Serial No. 03943, No. 8151
lor tne northeast Quarter. fNR
section 18. townshin 14 N.. ranee 11
E, N. M. P, Meridian, has. filed notice
or intention to make final; five year
proof, to establish claim"' to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver,. U. S.. land office, at Santa
Fe, N. M."on the 30th day of Decem
ber, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Isidro Ribera. Antonio Jose Garcia
Luis Martinez, Agustin Gonzales, all
of Lamy, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
'
Register. .

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

PERSONAL
OLD BOY I'S
THE 15 YEAR
iii
business
tea years,
today,
man,
be a
will, in
If you have a son it is your duty to train titn in
business methods, to give him the benefit of your

of

G. FRANKLIN

FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHL1N

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

Santa Fe. N. M.

ATTENTION
We
We
We

Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire Insur:
ance in the Best Companies :
Write Surety Bonds for the United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Company : : : :
Have for Sale Several Modern Residence

:::::::

Properties; also SomeFine Bargains in Lots
:
:
and Fruit Ranches.

If you want anything in the above line call

O

WATSON

C- -

Piano I5ed 189

..

&,
Catioaa. Elcck:

;.

on

tl-r-

,

or addrees

Eaata.
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NOW IS THE TIME

To have

cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will dp
We will charge f

that SUIT

for toll wear.

Hright.

The Goldberg Cleaning
PHONE 203 BLACK

and Pressing Establishment
208 WEST

PALACE AVE

x-

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room

19

Catron Block. Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT
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fU,vUU,UU

fC

fcOrt

.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Jtstate
:
:
allow rate of Interest

THE
SWITZERLAND

OF AMERICA

,

WOODY'S HACK LIKE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

T

guest at the Palace.
Game Warden Thomas B. Gable and
A. J. Fischer left this forenoon 'for
from where they went to Abi-- ,
Rio
Arriba county. '
quiu,
Technical assistant of the forest
department W. Bradfield has returned from a trip to the Pecos, where
he went on official busmess.

Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier,
has
returned from the upper Pecos
THE VALLEY RANCH
where he went on official business.
He is registered at the Claire.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
A f anions old Spanish Land Grant
J. S. Hatcher of Pagosa Springs,
beautifully and historically situated'
the north, bound train and arries at was in the city
yesterday visiting his
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
Taos at 7 p. m.
brother-in-laLeo Hersch. He was on
level and surrcinded, by pine and
' Ten miles shorter than any other
way home from Grants, N. M.
spruce covered mountains of upwards
Good convenient hack and his
way.
' V. Borreli who' travels out of New
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day.
'
i
good teams,
in the year such as no disease germ
York, is introducing a line of novel- can live In. The greatest health givTiling: dlcaae to. Mate Fas ! ties among
local merchants. He is
sanM Comfortatle.
ing country in the world.' 26 miles
making headquarters at the Palace.
east of Santa Fe.
Jaspar Asplund of Little Indian, IlliSplendid irout fishing in Sumnois, arrived last night, coming on
mer and all kinds, of hunting,
a visit to his brother, Professor R. E.
HORSEBACK
riding TKNN1S
Asplund of the office of superintendHL
etc,
ent of public instruction.
E. C. Van Diest, an irrigation engi$10.00 and $12 00 per week
neer of Colorado Springs, Colo., is in
lidluu Saddle Horsat, $1.50 per day or
Santa Fe today on matters appertain$5.00 per week.
to the Sangre de Cristo grant and
leaves
Basket
Monday Tuesday ing
on business in the office of Territorial
Write today for Illustrated pamph et
ana an intermaiton
Returns Thursday nd Friday. Engineer "Vernon L. Sullivan.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop . Mrs. M. O. Llewellyn and mother,
M.
F.MILLER
Phone No 23 Mrs Atkinson, who have been guests
J.
P. O. BROWM,
Mgr. YalleyRanchH.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. B,
Red
Agent.

rv,

1.5.

RUE

SCO.

THE LEAPING
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The Coming Christmas,
This of all seasons make mankind more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf cheerful giving is recognized ia all civiliz3'i lands at Yuletide.
Choose early if you wonM choose wisely
We

hive

a

splendid array cf servicible things to

pick from. You can find here many suggestions, a
few of which are mentioned below.

For the Baby

$5.00

IF YOU WANT TO GET

CHRISTMAS TIME IS BUYING TIM- E- WHAT YOU WANT WHEN

Carpets, Axmister Rugs, Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
'
of other Appropriate Articles.

Gift

etc

Go-cart- s

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

For the

drawn work, Handsome jewel
Beauttfol bed room slip"
Young Lady combs, Hand embroidered
corset
pers,
Xmas
box
covers,
writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. HandkerFor the
chiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras, Shaving
Young Man sets, Smokers
sets. Night robes,
etc.
Pajamas
For Mother Long Camonas, Hand made work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
PAP FflthPF
p'Pes. Cigar humidores, Felt slip-- 1
1 aillDI
VI
per8 A Victor or Edi80n phono.
graph will amuse the whole family

IN.

T0WNSEND

CO.

&

KELLOGG'S
Toasted Rice Flakes
AND

JToasted
Used and

Rice Biscuit
Indorsed by the

Battle Creek
is

Sanitarium

more

most easily digestible
and the most highly nu.
tritious of all cereals.

Try a Package.
H

S. KAUNE

nm !i.

SIS

TS

widly

RlCB used and feeds
more people than any
other cereal. It is the

and Sm.1:alaaasza

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

THE RACKET STORE.

The Original

SAN FRANCISCO ST.
SANTA FE N. M.

peeial Xmas Bargains In

Youngsters

W.

YOU WANT IT GO TO

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the

A THOUSANDS OTHER VALUABLE AND
THINGS TO SELECT FROM

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

I INTERESTING

;

FARE

the Household

,

COMPANY
,

are prepared for it and can handle
all your wants in the Hardware & Sporting

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M, BERGERE,

r
Mrs. Rebecca Clarke of Santa Cruz
is in town the guest of her sister, Mrs.
l.eo Hersch.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burlington
of
San Pedro, are in town visiting Mr
and Mrs. F. I St urges.
L. H. Xohl of Trinidad, is in town
representing a pickle firm. He is
stopping at the Claire.
Attorney A. C. Voorhees of Raton,
is in the city on legal business.
He
is a guest at the Claire.
Governor Curry spent yesterday at
Albuquerque and is expected home on
train No. 2 this evening.
Mounted Policeman V. E. Dudley of
Alamogordo, arrived last night, taking
quarters at the Modern.
Mining Engineer H. A. Judd of London, arrived in town last night taking quarters at the Claire.
I
Attorney A. H. Hudspeth of White
Oaks, is in town on legal business.
He is a guest at the. Claire.
J. O. Letherwood and wife of Stanley, southern Santa Fe county, are
among the guests at the Palace.
L. G. Eblen, the efficient probate
clerk of San Juan county, was on his
way home this forenoon to Aztec.
Rev. John R. Gass of Albuquerque,
synodical missionary, spent yesterday
in the city a guest at the Palace.
C. M. Coulett and I. H. Cheney,
stockmen from Monte Vista, Colo., are
among the guests at. the Palace.
Y. H. Rhodes, representative ot an
iron company, arrived last night from
St. Louis, registering at the Palace.
G. A. Franz, a brother of Mrs. E. A.
Fiske, arrived last night from Clifton,
Ariz., taking quarters at the Palace.
Maurice F. Dodge, federal sheep
inspector, came in from Es;ianola on
will leave this evening for
Saturday to secure a marriage license. Rent'han,
Mrs. Llewellyn's home at Las Cruces.
H. E. Gould, a- - Boston
traveling
Miss L. K. Cheshire who came
nun, is in town selling "gent's furnishings. He is a guest at the Pal-ac- here last week from Washington to
accept a position in the forest servManuel B. Otero is home from Al- ice has taken up her residence with
buquerque after attendance for sev- Mrs. Charles Hayncs on Johnson
eral months at the University of New street.
Mexico.
Rev. E. P. Aldredge, who is also a
O. H. Kniffen of Denver, and J. O. newspaper man of Portales, Roosevelt
Eaton of Cerrillos, mining men, were county, is a visitor in Santa Fe on his
among today's noon arrivals at the way home from the Baptist church
Palace.
convention at Las Vegas. He preachG. G. Garcia, a traveling man from ed vesterdav in the First Preshvterian
Sc. Louis is in town selling a line o cnurch
dry goods. He is quartered at the
C. Wallrich, banker and lumberman
Palace.
of Alamosa, Colo., arrived Saturday,
man
George H. Berlin, a traveling
his wife and daughter,
from Pueblo, Colo., is in town calling accompaning
on
who
are
their
way to the Grand
T4o
ia
at
Todo
ctnnninp"
rr
tllp
Canon and California
The latter two
,
on
le"
heir
this morni"g
tr,P
Je,s,te
Ranger T. X. Reynolds of the forest
service arrived today from his sta- while Mr. Wallrich returned to his
tion at Cordova coming in on official home.
"Judge Wm. H. Pope arrived last
business.
Superintendent of Public Instruction niSht from Athens, Ga., where he was
James E. Clark was at Belen, Val-- i calIed tnree weeI ago by the death
father-in-lathe late A. L.
enciaa county, today, visiting the pub- - cf his
Hull. Judge Pope will resume charge
lie schools.
Rev. T.'m. Harvvood. grand chap- - of the district court Monday morning,
lain of the New Mexico Department, , beln& occupied today with the work
G. A. R of Albuquerque, is a guest ' inai nas liea UP n nis omce. juage
Merritt c- - Mechem, who has been pre- at the Claire
baiH8
ovf r awinci court tor two
J. I. Seder, Of Albuquerque, super.. i
, . ; r,
i
an nis uecisions
i 'i
ui
inieiiQenu 01 me iew hicmvu mi" , this afternoonrentier
and close up his work
Saloon League, is in town registered
preparatory to leaving tomorrow
at the Claire.
for his home
in ocorro.
L. K. McKee of Cleveland, O., ar-- , morning
H. Pope is expected from
Mrs.
Wm.
rived Saturday accompanied by his
Georgia in about two weeks, or just
mother, on a sightseeing trip. They before Christmas."
Saturday's Ros-wel- l
are guests at the Palace.
Record.
Daily
Edward G. Bennett attorney to the
Colorado state bank examiner, is in
(Continued on Page Eight)
town on official business. He is a

And Everything for

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Thz Colorado

Christmas is Coming

We have Rifles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware
knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK, President

Fivt-- .

goods line.

Santa Fe, K. H.

G.

PAOL

j

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

MENTION

i

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

jRJ

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

trip.

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

$50,000'

.NEW

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero is
confined to his home with illness.
Surveyor General John W. March
has gone to Denver on a vacation

business experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is growone thing that will give
ing up. There is no other
him a more proper insight and conception of
business than havirg his own bar.k account.

Capital

Ft

TILE SANTA

6, 1909.

We have now in stock and are every day
receiving gootfs for Christmas.
We have an elegant line of gentlemen's
ties, hose a. d hose supporters, mufflers

etc.
t
For ladies an elegant line of plumes, ribbons, neckwear, handkei chiefs, hose, 11
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and fi!o, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feel sure we can
please you.

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

Catron Block.

"'tf" Mfrtihlf'

PGE

SIX.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M.

n

i
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MONDAY,
old General Forsyth was in command
of the troops in northern New Mexico.
The Santa Fe in those days was not
the wealthy corporation that it is now,

NATURES CURE
FOR BLOOD POISON

"'"-

r.at

-

DECEMBER 6, 1909.

FRATEHSiL SOCIEIItl
MASONIC.

and it did not have the powerful loMontezuma Lodge N.
comotives that now draw its trains
1. A. F. & A. M. Reg-ula- r
c
over
the
diffwithout
steepest grades
Not only its proven ability to cure, but its absolute safety as a remedy
communication
has made S. S. S. the most desirable of all medicines for the treatment of iculty. It had only a few wheezy little
first
and
of eack
of
herbs
S.
S.
S.
Monday
old
made
is
Blood
locomotives
out
roots',
Poison.
on
its
frontier
entirely
Contagious
month
at
Mason!
barks of the forests and fields. It does not contain a particle of mercury, lilies and sometimes they pulled and
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
parts of the sometimes they didn't. General Forpotash or any other harmful mineral to injure the delicate
J. A. MASSIH.
system, impair the digestion, corrode and irritate the lining of the stomach, syth got a dispatch that the Indians
It is Nature's blood purifier, were
or in any other way injure the health.
Worthy Master
in
trouble
southern
up
S.S.S. removes the
raising
harmless in its action and certain in its good results.
ALaN E. McCORD, Secretary. .
cures
Colorado
and
he
and
to
move
enriches
blood,
the
and
the
his
wanted
from
safely
surely
circulation,
poison
Miles P'rom
Miles From
No 2
No 1,
s a i u w s.
It builds up and strengthens the system by its troopers at once to the scene. Avery
Des Moines
HA1LY
DAILY
Raton
Contagious Blood Poison.
Santa Fe Chapter No 1,
fine tonic effects and leaves the patient not only cured of the disease, but Turner was trainmaster at the time
If you are suffering with and he told the
and in better health in every way.
R. A. M.
stronger
Regular coe
49
0
6 30 p. m
general that with the
00 a.m.
Lv. Des Moines.;
Arr,
N;M.
"
Contagious Blood Poison S.S.S. is your most certain reliance; an honest
vocation
second
46
6 16 p. m
Lv.
10 12 a. m.
t
at
Kumaldo,
Monday of
motive
his
command
it
would
power
one.
a
"
11
88
4 66 p. m
medicine, and because of its vegetable purity, safe treatment for any
10 36 a. ra.
Dedman
each month at Massais
" Oapullu
be impossible to move the number of
10
book on home treatment which explains fully the differ82
4 35 p. m
a
10 60 a. m.
We
have
special
"
" Vigil
"
4 25 p. m
20
28
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
U 06 a. m
ent stages of the disease, also suggestions that will be helpful to you in the men desired. In true soldier language,
"
"
" Thompson
26
24
3 55 p. m
11 20 ft. ra
C.
J. CRANDALL. h. P.
to
tms
witn
dook
case.
We
send
be
will
of
"
treatment
"
togetner
more
Bl
18
8 30 p. ru
your
glad
11 45 a. m.
picturesque than polite, the gen
"
" Cunningham
48
2 55 p. in
12 20 p.m.
medical advice desired, free to all who write.
Ullfton House Junction "
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
.7
any
the
be
to
made
train
eral
ordered
up.
2 30 p m
Arr12 45 p.m.
Arr.
m
ratov N VI
12 25 p. m
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. "Your road has a contract to transport
30 p.m.
Lv.
Lv.
" Ollfton House Junction " "
12 06 p.m.
7
48
8 60 p. m.
Lv.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
soldiers and by the gods you will
"
"
XB
11 40 a. m
49
'."
4 16 p. m,
Preston
"
1. K. T. Regular conclave
" Koehler
"
11 06 a' m
28
68
4 46 p in.
transport us or f will know why," was
"
"
" Koehler J net.
11 15 a. m.
20
68
4 66 p.m.
111
was
unable
luul L" UlUUUd)
Artemidorus
"
"
of
"
the
final
so,
old
order
the
15
88
a. m
although
U0
88
fighter.
6 60 p. m.
Oolfax
"
"
" Oerrososo
W
9 43 a. m
month at Masonic Hall al
41
77
6 15 p, m.
in the street, he
to
his
warning
give
Train.
Soldiers
Push
L9 25 a. m
6 35 p.m.
Arr
47
7:30 p. m.
88
CIMARRON N. M.
7 50 a. m
7 08 p.m.
Lv.
rr
gave it over the telephone, and
meant get busy," said Mr.
"They
" Naat
7 40 a. m
60
88
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
N. M.
Lv
i. 10 p.m.
Caesar's valuable life, and with it the Tmner, in
Palace.
" Harlan
"
"
7 26 a. m
68
7. 28 p. m.
89
relating the story, "and I
PERCT F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
"
"
" Ute Park
7 00 a. m
94
69
7. 46 p. m.
E. E. Meier, Arroyo Hondo; L. K. fortune of Rome, was saved. From did the best I could.
I hitched the
C. "If They Had Thought of It," in ihe
McKee and mother, Cleveland;
little locomotive at my command to
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Connects with E. P. A tt. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawton, N. Wallrich, wife and daughter, P. Rodg-ers- December Strand.
the troop train and we started. The
14th
r---.
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Port Worth; George Haberlin, PuM., 6:15 p. m.
Dance Forbidden by Uncle Sam
first big hill we encountered, the very
Connect! with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Oawion, N. M., eblo; W. E. Smith, La Veta: C, M.
Fiercest, of all the wild orsies of the thing I knew would happen, occurred Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
:E5 a. m.
Coulett, L. H. Cheney, Monte Vista; aborigines of North America is the to us. We stalled. I asked the gen- - on the third Monday of each montk
Rev. John R. Gass, Albuquerque; W. fiesta which culminates in the fire- - era! is he would place 250 men at at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1b
f Stage for van Houten, N. M meeti train at Pretton, N. M.
C. 4. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moinea as follows: H. Rhodes, St. Louis; Mrs. A. C.
dance of the Saboha Indians, a small niy command. He replied that he Masonic Hall, south side of Plaziu
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
Mrs. H. C. Buffatt, Knoxville, tiibe living close to the Sierra Madre, would place the whole bunch at my Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corinvited to attend.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :08 a. m.
Tenn.; Mrs. and Miss Chavanness, Des
inge ot mountains, wmcn wans ou command if I would onlv get him to dially
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Moines, la.; E. C. Van Diest, Colorado the seacoast of California from the the scene of the fight instead of stopVenerable Master.
TracK connection with A. T.
t. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. Springs; G. A. Franz, Clifton, Ariz.; desert.
ping on a mountainside to rest.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
8. at Des Moines, E. P AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A John Houlen, Las Vegas; Miss Anna
"When the men were order out, I
t'p to last year, when the Indian
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Secretary.
E. Hall, Washington, D. C.; Edward G. bureau of the United States governthem to get on either side of
ordered
M
In
New
r
Mexico:
is
N.
the
Ocato,
depot
following points
Cimarron,
Bennett, Denver.
ment finally forbade the holding of the train and push. Well, you ought to
flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Claire.
e. p. o. e.
these fiestas, the Sabobas had gathered have seen the expression on the faces
Ute Park, N. M is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Maurice E. Dodge, Espanola; W. C.
No. 460, B. P. O. BL,
Fe
Santa
Lodge
Mount
old
of
base
the
at
of
I
every
soldiers.
meant
year
those
They say
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
fceco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
T. M. Harwood, Al
holds
on the secsession
Espanola:
its
White,
regular
and
San Jacinto to sing, dance
gamble,
and the train went up the hill. They
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
and fourth Wednesdays of eaca
ond
buquerque; J. W. Collier; George and finally to throw themselves into all got on again and
went
well
things
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
P. J, DEDMAN.
Perkins, Dublin, Tex.; G. B. Arm- a pit of fierv coals, roll over and over till we came to another
hill. I repeat- month. Visiting brothers are invitee
H.
A.
A.
Roswell;
J.
DAVID KNAPP.
Manning,
on the burning bed, and then dance ed my request to the general and got and welcome.
Superintendent V Ores, and Gen Mgr- - Gen- - Pass- - Agent strong,
White Ooak; .1. O. Leather-wooExalted Ruler.
red-hoHudspeth,
t
floor
with bare feet on the
some more real soldier .language for
RATON. N. M.
RATON, N, M.
RATON, N- - M.
D. SEN, Secretary.
and wire, Stanley; H. A. Jtidd, of the
J.
pit.
my trouble, hut I got the men and w V
London; L. G. Eblen, Aztec; J. H.
WWW WW V fV WWW
With the .passing of the Saboba over we went again. Next time we
English, Estancia; Jaspar Asplund,
Knghts of Pythias.
what was, perhaps, slowed down, the entire command
Little Indian, 111.; A. C. Voorhees, Ra- fiesta has gone out
Fe
Santa
Lodge No. 2, Knights o
out
wierdest
and
Lie
and the engineer actually
gathering turned
ton; W. G. Ogle, Las Vegas; J. I. whilestrangest
Pythias.
Regular
meeting 1st ana 3d
men have even seen. Even the had to put on the. brakes to keep that '
in month at S o'clock in I.
Seder, Albuquerque.
Tuesdays
of
Indians
train from getting hot boxes making O. O. F.
pot latches of the Chilkat
Coronado.
hall, San Francisco St. Visittame affairs compared to the ascent. WTe had no more trouble.
Samuel Martinez, Gallinas; A. O. Alaska are
invite'd to attend.
Knights
ing
of the Sabobas. There The soldiers were ready every time we
the
AUGUST REINGARDT,. C. C.
'
n i wJ.io n,.,,vpv w.a. Is a Caboba Indian reseravtion at the got to a hill, and we reached the scene JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
base of the historic mountain named of debarkation ahead of time. Old
quipula Montoya, Concepcion Montowent forth to General Forsyth smiled as he said
u!. Pnunaniin'
Plnrpripin Annrlnca Las above. From it there
tables in all of them, and
at the end farewell and said if we needed any gambling miners
in
the
desert
hom?s
lhcIr
.
Vegas: O. T. Carl, Channing, Tex.; C.
and railroad construcsoldiers,
of the last fiesta, bands ot lumas, Co- - more United States assistance in the
tion men as the principal patrons.
rwt,r Pnttwonrt s 11 '
Icopahs, Northern Yaquis, and Moapas operation of the Santa Fe, to call on Money was scarce and the men runModern
lore
remnants of the tribes which him, but we didn't need it. Head
R.
W. E. Dudley, Alamogordo:
ning the town hit upon the idea of isN-ov- once
populated all the region quarters soon sent out some better lo- suing money of their own and
densely
Sickles, Denver; John Walsh, Roswell; j now
known to the white men of the comotives, and after that we trans- had a lot of metal checks struck they
off.
M. H. Read, Cash Entry; E. P. Aid- west
as "the desert." From "The ported soldiers over any hills in New One
there was a big game on and
night
redge, Portales; F. Scott and wife, Las
Dein
the
Last Dance of the Sabobas,"
Mexico, and they rode all the way.'
Colonel Turner before the morning sun
Vegas; S. W. Strong, Paradise, Ariz.;
cember Wide World Magazine.
A Truthful Man.
W. F. O'Bryan, Pueblo, Colo.
began to smile down upon the little
Colonel Turner is one of the ,pictur- - village in the mountains, found him- TO THE EAST & NORTH
Cordiality Is a Worthy Asset The
cultivation of a helpful spirit of cor- esque characters in the western rail- - seif in possession of all the loose
Now in effect Via
a broad, road world of today. Truthful to a checks in town. For a week every man
diality, of
GLEANINGS BY A
generous way of looking at things says fault, he is admired and loved by the! man who wanted a drink had to nego- Orison Sweet Marden in "Success people throughout the section where he j tiate on future pay checks with the col
PERIPATETIC PEN
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
of the East onel for a supply of the metal discs.
Magazine," for December, is of ines-- I travels as
timable advantage, not only to the ern Railroad of New Mexico, which
Army Red Tape.
H. R. H.
growth of character, but also to get- means practically all of the Santa Fe's
Talking of army matters in the good
E. P. & S.
What's in a Name A Santa Fean ting on in the world. So much of New Mexico lines. His truthfulness old days, Colonel Turner recalled ' a
who has recently been east returns cue's success depends on the person-wit- saved him from a serious predicament captain who had a lonely station in
A. N BROWN
For fulJ particulars,
the following interesting anec- - j al equation, so much upon the posses-dote- before the Texas raidroad commission New Mexico and happened to be the
:g. p. a.-- k, p. s, w.
Address
While away, he chanced to run sion of attractive qualities, upon the once. He was going before the com- - only officer in the garrison. He was
Kl Paso Texas.
across tw-- street tramins who were in personality, that the importance of mission for a hearing, and stopped off post commander, troop commander,
and several other
possession of two cats which they those things cannot be overestimated, in Fort Worth. He gave an interview quartermaster
were trying to make fight. He stopped There is nothing else, for instance, to a Fort Worth paper on the live-- j things. As troop commander, he had
to remonstrate with the boys and after which creates a good first imression stock situation and went on to Austin, j t0 make a requisition on the command-Next- ,
day, when he appeared before the ing officer for some supplies he
making them promise not to make the so quickly, and calls out such a feeling
for a hearing, as he de-- ' ed and as commanding officer he had
cats fight, he inquired: "What do you of good will, as a fraud, cordial man-cal- l
: scribes
an-it
himself "A cold storage to refer it to the quartermaster for
is
manner
of
One
a
that
the
cats?"
'
perfectly
per
boys
your
"Their names is Tom and parent, that conceals no guile, covers plant is hades compared to the atmos- - approval, then get it back and approve
j no malice;
yhile there is nothing else phere that greeted me in that room." j it as commanding officer. By the time
Jerry."
"Why don't you call them Cook and that will freeze, a person so quickly as Colonel Turner did not know what the u had eone the rounds all the time
trouble was about and finally asked. lying before him on his desk as he
an icy, formal, suspicious manner.
Peary?'' was asked.
I have sat down at table in a hotel One of the CQmmissioners produced a wrote, a smile overspread his counte
"Say Mister," replied the urchin,
"them ain't pole cats."
or restaurant with a cold, repellent copy of the Fort Worth paper, "and nance at the ludicrousness of the situa body of men ation, and he wrote across the bottom
When the Clock Went Ahead
personality, when it has been positive- of all the roastings
A local resident who is not any too v depressing to sit there, even with- ever got, I was quoted in that paper a "fourth endorsement": "This damn
;fond of having company at night, es- - oul speaking to the man; for his whole j as giving it to the railroad commis-Ipeciall- rot is according to army red tape.
when that company stays un-- ! manner forbade one to look at him.l sion" saJd he in relating the incident. Approved."
til a late hour, recently became tired On the other hand. I have sat at table! 1 read " over caretully and then ad
Notice for Publication.
ot the members of his family having wjln foreigners who could not speak dressed the commission.
callers and learning that on a certain' a WOrd of our language, and yet their
"Honestly, gentlemen, I did not give Homestead Entry (Serial 03888) -'No.
R0S7.
night his folks were going to enter-- ' cordial, gracious salute as I sat down the latter part of this interview," I
a
of
of
a
number
hit
the
tain
said. "I admit telling the reporter Department
upon
visitors,
Interior,
warmed me for the rest of the day.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
While traveling through New Mexi-- J about the livestock situation, but I did
plan of action. Surreptitiously, he
November 26, 1909.
turned the clock hands forward nearly co anj Arizona some time ago, in hot not say a word about the railroad com- J he company came and
is
Notice
two hours.
:
that Tiburcio
mission.
He
a
been
must
mind
have
souther-was
given
a
hereby
young
weather, there
Including
the change in the time went unnoticed ner on the train who seemed to get ac- reader, for he expressed my sentiments Lobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county,
N. M., who, on September 19, 1904,
s
but served the purpose of sending the cpiainted wih his
with exactly, however."
visitors home at a very seasonable 0,lt effort, and who made the hot, dry,
The commissioners broke into laugh made Homestead Entry (Serial 0388S)
hour. So far so good. But matters dusty and otherwise dreary trip a real ter, and Turner got more respectful No. 8087, for SE. 4 SW.
Sec. 28,
NW. 4 & NW.
NE. 4 of
did not stop there. The
pleasure because of his sunshine. His attention from that body than he had E.
man was called the next morning as face was so radiant and he was so full ever received before. They liked a Section 33, Township 12 N., Range 12
usual by his mother and after eating 0f animal sniris and simple, kindlv truthful man
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
his breakfast, started for his office. It g0od nature that it did one good to
The Old Army.
was not till then that he discovered to look at him.
Colonel Turner recalls many stories proof, to establish claim to the land
his great chagrin that he was two!
of "the old west," when the railroad above described, before the Register
&
hours ahead of time as was indicated. SOLDIERS PUSHED
first came to the country and the or Receiver, IT. S. Land Office at Santa
SANTA FE TRAIN. soldiers formed the principal popula- Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of January,
by the office clock. He then remember-ed that he had forgotten to
tion of whites. He remembers an old 1910.
Por further Information Call on or Write
clock hands after the company Reminisscence of Early Days of Rail- time army officer, at Fort Trinidad,
the
Claimant names as witnesses:
&
D.
W.
T
P.
A.
R
SHEA,
P.H. McBRIDE, Agent, or
Todosio lobato, Adelaido Marquez,
in Northern New Mexico
had departed the night before. Mutter
as most old time army ofColo.,
who,
roading
SANTA PR. N. M.
ficers often did, imbibed freely. The Juan Baca, Benjamin Baca, all of
ing something about lost sleep, he beby Avery Turner.
mum jiwl nflfljfimnBe
gan his daily duties.
boys had a habit of saying "Captain, Lebya, New Mexico.
52EJSE02S
The Telephone Might Have Saved
MANUEL R. OTERO,
(From El Paso Herald.)
you're drunk," just to see his actions.
Caesar's Life Julius Caesar missed a
United States soldiers once pushed a The captain was a great billiard play- Register.
great deal in not knowing the tele-- ( Santa Fe train over the hills in New er, and he always stood on his hands
NOTICE.
phone, or at least in not using it if he Mexico to get to an Indian fight. It on the table to .prove that he was so- Know all men by these presents
knew it. One can see the telephone wis long ago, when railroading was ber. When some of the jolly spirits
ROSWELL-TORIIANC- E
engineer atttached to the Roman post- - "railroading in the good old days," and of the camp got into the pool room that I. the undersigned, shall not be
ofbee endeavoring, but without, avail, not such as it is now. Avery Turner, at nights, they often kept the captain hereafter responsible for any bills conU. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
to get an instrument Installed at the who now rides in a private car over standing on his hands most of the tracted by my wife, Teresita C. Moning at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving capitol and at the palace. "I am in- - the Santa Fe lines, was the conductor time.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
toya. The reason for this is that we
Passengers over 30 house between fitructed by the emperor to say that, of the train and vouches for the story.1
Toledo,
Colonel Turner calls the time when are not in accord and cannot live tothe
Buick,
for
Pope
AgenU
these points over any other route. he does not desire these barbarian
It was away back in (he early he had all the money in Trinidad, gether, and if any person gives her
aDd Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
and
and so Thomas Alva Edi-- j eighties, just after the Santa Fe had Trinidad then consisted of a saloon, a credit I shall not be responsible.
novelties,
Shortest route between Roswell
service securing comfort to passen
ESQUIPULA MOTOYA.
tbe Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chauf sonus need not call again with his, built into. New Mexico, and grizzled dance hall and a supply store, with
EsA
In
the
apparatus.
magician's
signal
Santa Fe and all points
feurs in charge of every car. Seatt
We can imagaine what
tancia Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to blunder!
would
have
happened. "Halloa! 1287
ico.
&
of
El
Paso
Southwestern
Agent
Tiber!
it thou, Artemidorus?
Is
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros
I understand thou ransst me up this
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
Details of a plot?
Kl Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance 50 Iba. Any morning. What?
Go not to the Senate today? Beware
can
carried
amount
be
of
Hallway.
baggage
o? Brutus? Go not near Casca? Right;
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arrlvr by notifying Company at Roswell.
For Backache, Rheumatism Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
and I thank thee, Artemidorus. I will
have an extra guard put on instantly
having Bright's Disease nd Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
and the conspirators arrested." And

cific

Railway

ComDany.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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remnimiiy as a member and citizen
EDUCATORS DISCUSS SUBJECT
OF TRADES SCHOOLS.
many things. Fortunate is the trade
Talks Along Practical Lines Become school which can offer these things in
addition without sacrificing its trade
Very Spirited and Arouse
Great Interest.
teachings; fortunate the trade worker
who can attend such a school."
of
on
the subject
The discussion
Meeting to Discuss Corporation and
Evening Trade Schools.
trades schools was spirited. Among
A public meeting presided over by
those who spoke were Miss Anna
Hedges, superintendent of the Hebrew Mr. George Carmen, Director of Lewis
Technical School for Girls, New York Institute, Chicago, was held at 2 p. in.
diin the Auditorium.
It was opened by
City: Mr. Walter C Smih, general
InstiTechnical
rector of the Winona
Hon. Willet X. Hays, who spoke on
tute of Indianapolis, Ind.; and Mr. Vocational Education and Legislation.
Lewis Gustafson, superintendent of the Mr. Hays, assistant secretary of agri-- '
David Rankin, Jr., School of Mechani- culture, presented the need of broad
cal Trades of St. Louis. Mr. Gustaf- gauge legislation on the subject of Inson after reviewing the different forms dustrial Training, and reviewed the
of industrial training now being devel- features of different plans which have
been developed in various states.
oped, said:
"The trade school must be practical.
The discussion which followed was
Its graduates must be plumbers, paint- upon Corporation Schools as organized
ers, carpenters, definitely trained by different companies for the training
trade workers. No amount of general of apprentices. It was opened by Mr.
intelligence, general education, or gen- C W. Cross, superintendent of Aperal knowledge will compensate for ig- prentices of the New York Centra!
norance of the peculiar technicalities Lines and further discussed by Mr.
pertaining to a given trade; no amount Joseph J. Eaton, director of the Trades
of mere handiness with tools will com- School of Yonkers, N. Y. Mr. Eaton
pensate for slowness or clumsiness in said in part:
its peculiar and deft operations.
"Corporations are popularly suppos"Xo school can teach all trades; ed to be without souls and hearts, and
each must choose those trades for possibly without a few other organs.
which there is most urgent need. Each However this may be, there is no ques- trade chosen will present its own sub- tion that successful corporation posject matter from which there can be sesses a brain, and it is a significant
little or no profitable deviation. The fact that many of the most successful
time required to cover this subject corporations have established apmatter will be largely determined by prentice schools which they direct and
its nature and by the difficulties which maintain. These two statements apit presents. Each trade will require parently show that, from the manuas instructor a practical man or wo- facturer's point of view, some sort of
man of successful experience in that systematic training, apart from the
j
trade.
shops, is really worth while.
"Who may be admitted? Obviously
"Recently two new superintendents
the answer is: Only those boys and were required by a large corporation.
girls wiio may profit to the community Investigation disclosed the startling
learn a trade and work at a trade after fact that no one of the local foremen
learning it. This in a large measure was fitted for this advancement. Men
eliminates the lame, the halt, the of the desired capacity were not obblind, the diseased, the mentally de- tainable in this country. It was evifective, and the morally depraved. For dent that, in order to be more self
most trades good health, energy, contained, some provision must be
strength, faithfulness and ordinary in- made to stimulate local interest and
telligence are required. Given these growth. The Ludlow Textile School
and proper instruction, and the results was therefore created with the definite
will in nine cases out of ten be grati- aim of training apprentices for exefying.
cutive positions in the mills.
Educational Bars Must Not Be Raised.
"This school is of the half-tim"Xo false standard of education 'class, that is, pupils devote half a
should be raised to bar out or to admit work day or five hours to work in the
students. Many a good carpenter is mill and half a school day, or three
illiterate; many a college graduate hours to school work. Thus during
would make a shockingly poor carpen- eight hours of each day the pupils are
ter. The only fair question to raise is, in the employ or under the superviscan the applicant profitably learn a ion of company officials. For this time
trade and be useful in following it? they are paid, receiving just as much
No standard of graduation from gram- for each school hour as for each hour
mar school or of completion of any spent in the mills.
particular grade should be allowed to
Half Day Shop a Success.
determine the candidate's fitness.
"In order that the mill work may
"Standards of age should not be a not be interrupted the boys work in
large determining factor. Sixteen or pairs, alternating the mill w'ork with
not sixteen, fifteen, fourteen, or that of the school. This shift occurs
eighteen, has little to do wih the mat- each day. It might be interesting to
ter. To permit such restrictions is tq note that the mill work suffers in no
confound the school with the trade, way by this arrangement as the boy
to make the "school more important who goes to the mill in the afternoon
than the trade which it exists to teach. takes up and carries on the work com"There are certain essentials in ev- menced in the morning by his partner.
ery trade which must be covered, with- As far as the mill work is concerned
out which no student can be consid- the apprentices become as proficient
ered properly equipped. Some stud- a? other workers and they acquire a
ents will cover these in a comparative- broader knowledge of mill work than
ly short time, others will take longer. that possessed by some of the foreNo hard and fast rule can govern. At men. This seems rather remarkable
the best we can have only a general as the school has been established less
average. If we err it must be on the than three years. Possibly one of the
side of richness on the theory that factors contributing to this is that
the better the preparation the better each apprentice has been removed in
The whole man- great part from monotonous and mathe accomplishment.
agement simmers down to a study of chine like repetition demanded of othindividuals and the fitting of individu- er workers which has such a deadening
als 'with vary aptitudes to rather in- effect on the motor senses.
flexible requirements. We must aim
"Under these arrangements the
to bring them up to a fixed point, as it
'difficult age' is cared for.
were, and the journey for no two will There is a definite connection between
be alike, for their starting points and the school work and the outside work.
their speed will vary.
In the mill the apprentices are actuTrade Schools Must Teach Good Citi- ally doing what is to be done and they
zenship.
have a place to go to have answered
"With each trade school student questions raised in the mill. 'Pupils
there is introduced a human and
bring their minds as well as their
element with which we must bodies to school' as the school work is
reckon. A carpenter is not only a car- real and tangible."
penter bat a man, and the assumption
President John L. Shearer of the
is fair that the better the man the bet- Ohio Mechanics Institute of Cincinter the carpenter. The trade worker nati, spoke on the evening schools. He
at his trade is a servant of the com- said that no claim should be made
munity, he must do its bidding with that evening instruction is the ideal
little choice; but as a citizen he is al- method of instruction, and continued:
ways its master, more or less shaping
"Evening schools of the past, as well
the community's demands. He is en- as the present, have been and are still
titled to all the advantages that the engaged in patching defective primary
community present? ; his duty to the education. They are providing limited,

one might almost say superficial vocational training to meet the demands
of the hour. Technical processes having nmllijlied so rapidly and the use
of complicated appliances having become so general, it is found that the
established educational system, though
taxed to its utmost, cannot supply the
demand for men and women who are
trained to perform specific tasks. The
night school is, therefore, an important adjunct and feeder, so to speak, to
the many business interest of today.
Captains of Industry Should Aid Evening Schools.
"As an integral part of the general
system of education, without the guid
ing force of business men, vocational
evening instruction is too apt to become a formal, unyielding, inflexible
training, poorly adapted to the
of the employer. The student should receive that which will most
easily a id quickly help him to achieve
a definite result, recognizing the fact
that he must be equipped for individual future growth as well as for present industrial efficiency.
''For permanent success, this definite vocational evening instruction requires the directing hand of men of affairs and teachers who are masters in
their respective crafts. Professional
te achers, however, should give instruction in the purely theoretical subjects
and those branches which form a binder between theory and practice.
"Men who have made their fortunes
through industrial enterprises and
who are constantly profiting by the application of science to industry and
who must have a constant supply of
trained men and carry on the complicated operations of business, cannot
ignore their duty and responsibility to
contribute liberally to education of
this sort. No better investment can
be made.
Money thus contributed
should, however, be used for the direct
benefit of the industries contributing
and such evening or continuation
schools should retain their independent working methods, that is, not ineducational
fluenced much by
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Printing

Ch. Iirunihel'n--

Edison Standard Records
35c.
Kdison Amberol Records (play twice as long) 50c!
Edison Grand Opera Records
75c. and S1.00
There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest and hear
the Edison Phonograph play both Edison Standard and Amberol Records
Gel complete catalogs from your dealer or from us.
Phonograph Company.

lesson

H'-s

I".
l.oeniL'a. U. M.
Anaya, M. McGinnis. M. Murphy,
Chorus-Ou- r
Lady of l.or.-ft"Our Guid'- in Genoa and Puiiin'"
!. M. Menu. it.
"Ocean sparklet ." Caprice tic Salop.
M. Civenwald
I'iano (a) Miss M- McGinnis,
Piano (ip) Miss E. Hampel.
Franz Abt
"Like the ,rk"
Misses M. McGinnis, M. McEniry.
Le Keve il'un Ange . lit rmoni Lagye
Violin. Miss K. McGinnis.
Piano. Miss M. McGinnis.
"Pepita," Grand Valse de Concert..
Ed. Hoist
Piano (a Miss 10. Hamp' 1.
Piano (b.) Misy M. McGinnis.
"Star of Bethlehem"
Miss M. McGinr.is.
"Rolling Bellows"
Piano (a) Miss M. McGinnis.
Marks.
Chorus "Sins On"
Victor Hammel.

Phonograph.
There are new Records of all kinds every
month, both Standard and Amberol Records.
All Edison Phonographs now play both
kinds of Records, as well as the Grand Opera
Records, giving a whole world of music for

National

--

FOR SALE A s.
steam
boiler in good coi, 'i' ion. It will be
low pric
Apply
disposed of at

You spend every year, for amusement not
so good, more than would buy an Edison
Phonograph. There are Edison Phonographs
at all prices, which means your price $12.50
to $125.00 each.
No home that cares for music and enjoyment need be without one. If you should
ever hear one, you will not want to be without one. You will make every effort to get one.
Nothing gives so much pleasure with so
little trouble, at so little expense, as an Edison

you to choose from.

l.i

man and Fienr !:.
Box 4!'
riiiLii.
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Orange, N. J.
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NOTICE.
Ip

the District Court, County of Santa
Fe, Territory of Xew Mexico.
John Symington, vs. Elise Syming-

to do a day's work for the least pay, evils eliminated by regulations in line
but how to get the most efficient work with economic law."
out of the men, increasing their nay
The report is especially condemna-accordingly- ton, No. fi55S.
The above named defendant, Elise
tory of the dealings in futures. brand- Manufacturers Must Train Their Boys. ing this form of speculation as pure Symington, is hereby notified that an
"The development of the boy and gambling and highly injurious to le- action has been begun against her in
not 'Shop Production' should be the gitimate trade.
In
for the said district court of Santa Fe
standards, thereby guaranteeing posi- watcliward of the apprenticeship de- "future" deliveries of quotations
county, Xew Mexico, by the plaintiff,
marthe
cotton,
tive returns in the form of skilled
of every company. At the ket is so uncertain and so many ele- John Symington; that the object of
partment
workmen to the shop, trained men for works of the
AVestinghouse Electric ments of chance enter into the trans- said action is the dissolution of the
the counting room and intelligent re- and
Company of East action that all bids are made at a bonds of matrimony between plaintiff
Manufacturing
cruits for the sales departments of
Pittsburg, Pa., the apprenticeship de much lower figure than those offered and defendant and the granting to
business.
plaintiff of a divorce from defendant
partment is being developed in a most for cotton actually in existence
Evening Trade School Here to Stay. systematic and careful manner, the
and
The effect of these fictitious quota- upon the ground of abandonment
"Within a limited sphere, the even- first
and the care and custody of
of the company tions, the
desertion,
report points out, tends to the children of said
ing school will remain an important taking an active personal interest. The
parties: that plainfactor in technical education for many work of the apprentices is divided into mislead the cotton planter as to the tiff's attorney is Frank W. Clancy,
years to come. The ranks of skilled two departments, the Shop and the true value of hisc rop, honestly grown. whose postoffico address is Santa Fe,
In addition, it leads brokers to "play"
labor being largely supplied from Classroom.
Xew Mexico; and that unless she
both sides of the market to protect
those wso come from humble origin
enters her appearance in said cause on
"In the shop the plan is to devote a themselves
against loss in such trades, or before the 25th
and who are compelled early in life to certain section to the
of January.
this with the result that
day
apprentices;
the producer is
become wage earners, their education section is fitted with a
complete equip- forced to pay in the end, while the 1010, judgment will be rendered in
must be continued in the evening. It ment to furnish shop
said cause against her by default.
practice in all
is impossible for them to follow an branches of the machinists' trade. In farmer loses likewise.
FRANK W. SHEAROX,
The report, while recognizing that
ideal system of education by which the
Clerk.
are
under
the
guidthe
boys
shop
they would have all the necessary ance of shop instructors, having the the exchanges in New Orleans and By: ED. L. S AFFORD, Deputy.
training before entering business. To rank of foreman. The classroom in- New York are necessary, does not
Notice for Publication.
produce a sood workman, who has struction is provided on company time. mince words in criticising the New
only limited education at the start, it This work is a part of their daily York exchange. After declaring that
(Homestead Entry Xo. 0267.)
the Xew Orleans methods of conduct- Department of the Interior,
is essential that earning and learning schedule and
they report to the class
should go hand in hand for a period instructor as
ing the transactions in cotton followed
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.t
to
their
as
systematically
of years. Definite training for the shop
natural lines, the report draws attenXovember 1. 1909.
shop foreman. Special rooms inside
tion to the fact that it has been provman is, no doubt, best achieved when the works have been
is
Xotice
hereby
given that Laura
fitted
suitably
ed that the abnormal depressions in Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, Xew Mexico,
a definite occupation has been chosen. np for this class work.
the future price in Xew York "were al- who, on July 15, 1908, made Home
One who voluntarily, and at some A Successful Technical
Night School. most
becomes
studious,
of
wholly due to improper artificial stead Entry Xo. 0267, for SE.
sacrifice,
personal
"Six vears ago the Casino Technical
manifests a more fixed determination Night School started in the vicinity of conditions now maintained by the New SE. 1.4 0f Sec. 3, and N
and
NE.
York Cotton Exchange. By maintain SW.
to adhere to a chosen vocation, excel the
XE.
of Section 10, Town
Westinghouse interests at East
New
York
them
1
is
in it and rise through it to a position
the
9 E., N. M. P. MeriX.
ing
exchange
Range
ship
iPttsburg. In the beginning there were
of permanent usefulness."
half a dozen teachers and a few dozen responsible for a very real injury to dian, has filed notice of intention to
Mr. Louis Rouillion, director of the students who attended classes in draw- the producer and merchant."
make final commutation proof, to esIn closing the letter to President tablish claim to the land above deSchool Department of the Mechanical
The
mathematics.
and
ing
elementary
Institute, continued the discussion on growth and development has been such Taft which accompanied his report, scribed, before Register or Receiver,
Commissioner Smith again takes oc- U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
He
said:
Evening Schools.
that there is now offered an opportu- casion
to reprove the Xew York Ex- Mexico, on the 4th day of December,
"The subject demanded by a large
nity for systematic study in such fun1909.
majority of evening school students is damental sciences, a": Mathematics, change. He says:
"After the publication of the earlier
Claimant names as witnesses:
drawing, in some one of its various Mechanical Drawing, Mechanics, Apbranches. This subject is given but plied and Theoretical Physics, The- parts of this report the New Orleans
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy,
little time in the public school. Aside oretical and Applied Electricity, The- and New York cotton exchanges estab- Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine
from the three R's, a knowledge of oretical and
Pat- lished special committees instructed Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.
Applied Chemistry,
to consider the systems of their exreis
is
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the
first
that
thing
drawing
tern Shop Practice, Foundry Practice,
therein with
Register.
quired of a young man in the majority 'Steam, etc., to men employed in daily changes and to
the commissioner
of corporations.
of trades if he is to intelligently pur- commercial
activity.
Conferences have been held by the
sue his trade and advance therein.
Notice for Publication.
"The total enrollment for the preswith both committees.
for
Artisan.
an
Essential
the
Small Holding Claim No. 1S95.
Drawing
ent fall term is something over 250 commissioner
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
"Drawing is the graphic language of students with a faculty of 27 instruct- On the part of Xew Orleans this co- manufacture and building, and a lack ors. The attendance has always been operation was very complete, result- - Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
of knowledge of the drawing of one's 70
ing in certain important improvements
per cent to 80 per cent of the enSanta Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
trade is soon felt and the ambitious rollment. Of the 45 men who have in the rules of that exchange. After
Notice is hereby given that the folmore than a year's investigation, the
ones flock to the evening technical been
graduated in the past three years committee of the New York
In
school to obtain this knowledge.
exchange lowing named claimant has filed noall have been steadily adpractically
has not yet made any final report or tice of his intention to make final
the city of New York, numerous vanced in
position and responsibility.
proof in support of his claim under
schools offer evening courses in free- These men are in successful competi- taken any substantial action."
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
on
commissioner
The
the
touches
mechanical
and
architectual
hand,
tion with the graduates of the leading
activities of the various organizations 3, 1S91 (26 Stats., S54), as amended
drawing. In two of these schools technical schools of the. country.
. .1
: . 1.
...
c
.11
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
alone Cooper Union and Mechanics
.
"The engineering night school has a
a view of controlling- both nrice and Stats., 470), and that said proof will
.7
Institute about five thousand stud r.
At the very
field of activity.
.
,
,.
or Receiver
He Deneves, nowever, be made before Register
ents are annually pursuing evening large
start its students possess something production.
U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
studies, the large majority taking ttiat ytn now rn11oTA crrnrliinte Rplrlnm that so numerous are the factors of December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
some form of drawing. In the Y. M.
and.demand h. determining the of Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small holdhas namely a clear idea of commercial
cotton that it is impossible to
C. A. courses, given throughout the
of
price
This early experience in
ing claim No. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
at
arrive
United States and Canada, of a score practice.
any satisfactory conclusion 15
of
value
M. P. M.
of
the
of the
stills an appreciation
N., R. 8
or two of subjects offered, mechanical time and of the value of scientific as to the extent of. influence exerted , He names E,the
following witnesses
drawing leads all others. In New training which tends to produce the by organizations.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
York City, where the building inter- most efficient student."
possession of said tract for twenty
PUPILS OF LORETTO
ests are larger than the manufacturnext preceding the survey of the
years
WILL GIVE A MUSICALE.
ing, the greatest demand is found for COTTON PRODUCERS AND DEALtownship, viz.:
architectural drawing."
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
ERS VICTIMS OF A BAD SYSTEM.
Talent Will Participate Padilla and
Academy
Mr. Channing R. Dooley, president
Cosme Baca, all of Ciene-gRendering a Choice and Enterof the Casino Technical Night School,
N. M.
According to Part of Report of Com
taining Program.
gave an illustrated lantern talk on
Any person who desires to protest
missioner of Corporations
This, Monday evening, at the
A bright and steady light depends upon the "Training
Men." He
the allowance of said proof,
Knox
against
Smith.
Herbert
a
be
musicale is to
academy
construction of the lamp.
'
or who knows of any substantial reaspoke of the work of the Casino Night.
eiven bv the academy nunils. The son
under the laws and regulations of
The best skill has put forth its best effort in School, and showed various lantern
Washington, D. C. Dec. 6. Both pr;ce 0f admission is thirty-fivcents. the interior
the
slides of the students at work in the the producers of cotton and the deal The
Rayo Lamp.
department why such
perfecting
program is an excellent one, be- proof should not be allowed will be
In
different
said:
he
flame
so does the light
shops.
part
ers in that commodity are the victims'
As the air is fed to the
as follows
"The present scarcity of skilled or the system of trading in vogue on mg
given an opportunity at the above- current of air through
burn. The
"Calm is the Sea"
chorus
.
mentioned time and place to cross- .
v,
.
i
a
moment
air-tumatter
of
workmen
f
is
4i
t,.,.
iun
uniform
a
the
of the Rayo Lamp stcures
great
cue uulluu eAcntiiiftco ui
,vuiili j. j
KuDinstem
examine the witnesses of said claimto the manufacturer. He is vitally conlight, with never a flicker or flare.
Torchlight," March. A. Rossi ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
iMsistheburdenotr'aris4ana&oi,Grari(i
for
in
which
cerned
the
future
plans
the report of Commissioner of Corpor Piano (a) Miss M. McGinnis.
The ideal family lamp. Made of brass throughof that submitted by claimant.
will insure men of
skill. ations Herbert Knox Smith on the con Piano
out and beautifully nickeled.
(b) Misses E. Marks, V. Ryan.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
He may rely upon the engineering col- duct of such
exchanges. The practice j "Xattle Tale"
The Rayo is a
lamp, but yem cannot
Register.
of
for
his
the
leges
managers,
majority
of
Is
as
it
carried
,
dealing in futures,
Little Girls.
get a better lamp at any price.
but who will broaden and train hia on at present, is condemned, although
Grand Galon
E. Hoist
The New Mexican can do printing
Once a Rayo user, always one
workmen? That which is best for the the report does not condemn the ex- "Pluto,"
Piano (a) Miss M. McEniry.
to that done in any of the large
equal
best
for
individual
the corporation istence of the exchanges.
is
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Not at Yours, Write fof
V. Ryan. cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
Misses
Piano
E.
Marks,
(b)
Nearest
of
the
the
to
Circular
Agency
Descriptive
for which he works. The mangements
"The brief discussion of general Minnie's Kitchen Party
wcrk we turn out. Try our stock
of large concerns are eagerly looking speculation in this
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
report," says Mr.
Eva Kitchen.
once and you will certainly come
forward to the increase in the earn- Smith, "recognizes the possibilities for Vocal Duet "I
(Incorporated)
Sins Because I Love
again. We have all the facilities for
ing power of the workmen, and will good Inherent in a great central marto Sing" .
Piusutr turning out every class of work, In- willingly pay for It accordingly. The ket like a cotton exchange, and the
Misses M. McEniry, M. McGinnis.
eluding one of the best binderies in
great question is not how to get a man need that this good be developed and "Ocean Pearl" Calse
the west.
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to the district court under $300 bail.
RECEIVER FOR GOLD BULLION. SPOKANE'S MAYOR AFTER
Examination
at Federal Building
LOAN AGENCIES.
The civil service examination for
(Continued
from
One.)
rage
clerk carrier of the postofflce, which
(Continued From Page Five.)
Will Prosecute Owners of Buildings in
is to take place on Wednesday, De213
Which They Are Maintained
of
Page
the
of
School
Compilation
'United Stales Attorney IX J. Leahy cember 8th will be held in the office I.aws for 1909, and note
Under Disorderly House Act.
this
that
chapKansas
for
Fred
of
City,
Mueller in the federal build-- '
left this afternoon
was amended by Section 10, Chapter
Wash., Dec. C. CorporaSpokane,
at which ylaee he will join his tamny
ter 121 of the Laws of 1909. On care- tion Counsel Connor believes he has
an
from
Causes Suicide Henry
who are now enroute home
ful reading you will note that:
found a way to' assist Mayor Nelson
extended visit to Calendonia, Mich., Nichols, an aged man living at Lone
S. Pratt in his efforts to rid Sjtokane
First
holder
The
of
of
a
some
permit
Tree, seven miles east of Carlsbad,
where Mrs. Leahy was called
of
salary loan and chattel mortgage
third
grade certificate may not retime ago on account, of the death of Etldy county, shot himself with a 22
which charse more than the
agencies
ceive
in
excess
of
dollars
salary
fifty
her father. Attorney Leahy and fam c;i!iber rifle last Thursday and died
of interest. Instead of comrate
legal
month.
per
ily expect to arrive in las Vegas on Friday. He leaves a wife and three
"sharks" to forfeit notes,
the
pelling
Second The holder of a second
ahout December 10th." Las Vegas daughters.
whereon interest exceeding the prinnot
to
salcertificate
Sentenced
receive
grade
a
may
Penitentiary ..Ttfclge
Optic.
been paid, he purposes prosdollars cipal has
Hon. Solomon Luna was among the John R. McFie at Las Vegas on Sat- ary in excess of seventy-fivowners of buildings in
the
ecuting
evenmonth.
sentenced
Facundo
Socorro
urday
in
Medina
and
per
Thursday
visitors
which
are located upon
these
agencies
Julio
Montano
to two and a half years
Third There is no limit placed upon
ing. Mr. Luna thinks that the prosthe charge of keeping disorderly
Mexico
in the penitentiary for the
to
New
ihree
for
statehood
years
for
pect
salary that may be paid a holder
This will force the agencies
stolen of a first grade certificate or any high- houses. street."
was never before as good as now, and having in their possession
to the
The code in the state
he has just returned from "Washing- property.
er form of teachers license.
of
Married
Washington
interviews
several
designates as a disorto
Escape Punishment
ton, where he had
Fourth That a 'holder of a permit derly house "any place where illegal
with President Taft and influential Alonso Moutoya, charged with seducreceive back pay in excess of practices are habitually carried on,"
members of Congress on this identic- tion by Clotilde Washington, a color- may
dollars
fifty
per month, provided he .nd, as the statutes say that the takal subject. But. it appears that Mr, ed woman, at Las Vegas, consented
secures
a
teachers license at ing of usury is an unlawful act. though
to
regular
to
in
interest:
her
nis
not
allow
marry
escape prosecution
Luna does
matters of great pith and moment to and the knot was tied by Justice of some time during the term for which the law does not prohibit the borrowhe is engaged.
er from paying it, Mr. Connor believes-tha-t
New Mexico to interfere with his own the Peace Sena.
Fifth That a teacher Is entitled to
prosecution can be carried to
private affairs to any great extent, to Will Move Texico Depot In order
conform with the Texas law, the full pay for a period not to excee one successful conclusion.
He contends
for his trip down here was for, the
purpose of attending to the shipment Santa Fe will move its depot to the month during which school may be the statute means that any person who
maintains a place of business, in
of 13,000 lambs, two trainloads, from state line, so that the east end of the closed for reasons specified.
his Socorro county ranges to eastern depot will be in Texas and the west
Sixth That the original provision which the law against usury is habitumarkets. The lambs brought a good end in New Mexico. The structure of the law of 1907 giving a teacher the ally violated, is guilty of keeping a
nriw nnd Mr. Luna appeared to be will have to be moved about a hun- regular salary during the holiday vac-tio- disorderly house, and he purposed or
results! dred yards for the purpose.
quite well satisfied with the
for a period not tto exceed fifteen dering arrests to make a test.
as of; Death of Former Residerl C. C.
well
as
here
down
his
trip
1 of
days has been repealed. It is the last
that down to Washington. bocorro Sroufe, who last year spent several item in the foregoing that has been
The New Mexican can do printing
months in Santa Fe, died at Gallup misunderstood in
Hi Chieftain.
Some equal to that done in any of the large
particular.
last week at the age of 43 years. He
teachers are of the opinion that they cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
was a native of Kentucky
and held are to receive pay for the holiday vaca- work we turn out Try our stock
several responsible positions with the tion.
i once
and you will certainly come
Southern Pacific Railroad. His funeral
again. We have all the facilities for
of
The
vacation
the
holiday
length
will take place at Cincinnati, O.
(Continued From Page Two.)
turning out every class of work. IndiCattle in Good Condition Dr. T. A. is fixed by the board of school
cluding one of the best tinderies in
one
made
rectors
and
he
it'
day
may
Died of Scarlet Fever Tgnacio. the McCarthy and E. Van Horn on Sat
west.
the
nine year old son of Mr. and Mrs. urday inspected the cows of the An- or one month, whatever the board may
decide.
Atilano Baca died on Saturday at Las drews dairy, the Sanitarium, the InHolders of third grade certificates
dian schol and those of Luis Moya, and
Vegas of scarlet fever.
who
advance their licenses during the
Session
of
This
found
to
in
be
in
all
the
a
cows
Court
Probate
healthy
term for which they are elected may
of
condition.
were
The
Victor
visited
Ortega
places
Judge
morning
DO
arrived to preside over the pro- commended for cleanliness and good not legally receive back salary in excess
but
of
may
fifty dollars,
they
bate court which is today in regular sanitary conditions.
Train Report The Denver and Rio receive advanced salary from the date
session.
of issue of the advanced grade of liLa Lande Couple Married G. W. Grande is one hour and a half late,
cense. This is true also of holders of
and
the
New
is
on
Mexico
Central
Prichard and Miss Bernice Woman-or- f
re- second grade licenses.
The
time.
Fe
are
Santa
trains
Roosevelt
county,
of La Lande,
The matter of payment for certaif.
were married last week at Sandy ported as follows: No. 1 forty minutes late; No. 7 twenty minvtes holidays and the matter of making up
Hook, Kentucky.
9 thirty minutes late; No.
certain days lost during the term is
Lou late; No.
In
Jail for Embezzlement
4 on time; No. 8 four hours late: No.
dewholly a local one which the hoard
Giese is in jail at Las Vegas in
arrived at three o'clock.
of
directors and the teacher together
of
on
the
bail
of
$300
charge
fault
Issued Marriage Licenses On Sat- with the county superintendent should
.embezzling funds belonging to the
urday the probate clerk issued the fol- decide.
East Las Vegas lire department.
,
FOR AN
at
lowing
marriage linceses: Anita
Las Vegas
No Holiday Vacation
aged 18 years, and Guadalupe THIRD NATIONAL
The public schools of Las Vegas
CORN EXPOSITION.
reopened after closing down several Archuleta, aged 19 years; Joseflta
weeks on account of the prevalence Quintana, aged 22 years, and John S.
of scarlet, fever. There will be no Williams, age 29 years; Edna R.
Omaha, Dec. C. The third national
White, aged 18 years, of Espanola, corn exposition opened here today.
holiday vacation over Christmas.
e
states and the national
Held for Embezzlement
H. A. HART
Santiago and Maurice E. Dodge, aged 36 years, Twenty-fivexhibits ready when
had
of
government
Espanola.
Sumat
Fort
was
arrested
Alvarado
PROPRIETOR.
the gates opened. President Diaz of
ner on the complaint, of Nicolas MaIf you want anytimig n earth try Mexico, sent a message of greeting
drid, who charged Alvarado with em
and congratulations.
bezzlement. Alvarado was bound over a New Mexican want "ad."
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25c
BARS GOOD LAUNDRY SOAP.
"
" PEARL WHITE
25c
'
" DIAMOND "C"
25c
Every ona koowns what the Diamond "C" is
.

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
100 lbs for
15 lbs. for
25c
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb, - APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

M.

20c

THERE

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER Y
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.
Phone

No.

F. Andrews,

4.

Phone No. 4

HUBBS LAUNDRV COMPANY
Our Specialty Good; Work and Prompt Service:
H.Kerr

Asrt

Santa Pe

m

Phone

Right Now?
PHONE 204

Bar-hero-
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"OUR WORK IS BEST"
W.

YOU
WANT TO GET

Chi-may-
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Hats For Young Men!
ia

Men s

The Younc Man who wan? 8 a Hat in
smart, snappy style can find his ideal

Hat here.

No man who knows the luxury and com
fort of a Bath Robe could be induced to

dispense with it.
There's oceans of comfort in them

Stiff and Soft Hats for College
That are Up to The Hour.

MODERATE PRICES
be-

fore and after ike Bath, andfor lounging as well. We are showing a line of
the best styles, correctly made by a
maker that knows how. There are

$1.25

$1.50 $2.50 to $3.50

Many new k'ncU, curves, colorings
and shapes for the winter.

That's a swelllooking
9!qtt PlnciofYn!
uIUUIl!

ady

have

on-min- d

them?

pair of Shoes you
telling me where you got
,

"Of course not. I got them of Salmon
I always get my shoes there."
Td like to havea pair about like them
mind telling me what they cost?
"Of course' not. I paid $5,50 for
them"
Great Scott! I would have guessed
$6.50 at least. I wonder if Salmon can
fit me as well as he has you?
"Certainly he can. He can fit anybody, for he has all sizes and widths.
--

Blanket Robes in Patterns, Turk sh
Robes,

Terry

Cloth

Robes

etc.

$4.50. to $10.00
These Robes are cut long and gene
rous. Just right for Xmas, most every
man, hereabouts, knows that when a
good thing in men's wear is wanted,
this is the store that always hasfit.

aim

TO iTri

1Y1

J. I iV

(

it

.

Everybody likes his Shoes.

The above conversation was heard on the street yesterday.
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